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ABSTRACT
This publication presents proceedings of a conference

on barriers to health care experienced by women and minorities in the
United States. Welcoming remarks were offered by Representative
Charles B. Rangel. Representatives Patricia Schroeder (Congressional
Caucus on Women's Issues), Louis Stokes (Congressional Black Caucus),
and Robert Garcia (Congressional Hispanic Caucus) presented the
viewpoints of their respective caucuses. A keynote address was
delivered by Dr. Karen Davis of Johns Hopkins University. The
section, "Today's Budget Cuts/Tomorrow's Priorities," is comprised of
the following presentations: (1) "Reordering Our Priorities" (Dr.
John L. S. Holloman, Jr.); (2) "How Health Care Cuts Affect Women,
Infants, Cruldren" (Representative Matthew G. Martinez); and (3)
"Rips in the Elderly's Safety Net" (Representative Claudine
Schneider). "Points of View: A Panel Discussion," moderated by
Paquito Vivo, is comprised of the following presentations: (1) "The
Past Still Haunts Us" (Dr. Marjorie Ligttman); (2) "Is There a Role
for the Private Sector in Solving the Problem of Indigent Care?" (H.
Michael Schiffer); (3) "Cross-Cultural Differences in Health
Insurance, Coverage, and Access to Health Care" (Fernando M.
Trevino); (4) "For-Profit Hospitals: The Implications for Indigent
Patients" (Marcia Jones); and (5) "Assessing the Health Care Gap for
Women and Minorities and Their Families" (Dr. Irene Trowell-Harris).
Concluding comments were presented by Senator Edward M. Kennedy and
Representative Mickey Leland. A list of references is apper'id.
(AP)
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Introduction

Irf the spring of 1986, the Women's Research and Education Institute (WREI), the
Congressional Black Caucus Foundation, Inc., and the Congressional Hifpanic
Institute, Inc. sponsored a joint conference on the barriers to health care expe:i-
enced by women and minorities. Supported by a grant to WREI from the Fort:
Foundation, this was the first event to be held under the combined sponsorship,
of the three research organizations. At the conference, entitled "Who Cares- The
Health Ca.'!. Gap and How to Bridge It," a lay audienceincluding congres-
sional staffers, media people, representatites of advocacy organizations, and in-
terested members of the publicheard a raage of expert testimony on the extent
of the health care gap, the reasons why it has widened so alarmingly in recent
years, and various ways in which it might be narrowed and, ideally, closed.

The Members of Congress who addressed the conference participants in-
cluded: Representatives Claudine Schneider and Patricia Schroeder of the Con-
gressional Caucus for Women's Issues; Representatives Mickey Leland, Louis
Stokes, and Charles Rangel of the Congressional Black Caucus; Representatives
Robert Garcia and Matthew Martinez of the Congressional Hispanic Caucus; and,
Senator Edward M. Kennedy. These Members of Congress, as well as the experts
who delivered papers at the conference, stressed that the door to good quality.
health car:- may be closed depending on place of employment, age, bank account,
type of health insurance, and geographical location. Congressman Martinez
noted that lack of access to health care a growing crisis for Americans who are
young or old, low-paid or unemployea, male or female, minority or non-
minority." Nevertheless, the problem is particularly acute among minority
families, which are more likely than families overall to be headed by women with
low-wage, no-benefits jobs.

A grant from the Rockefeller Foundation has enabled WREI to publish the
proceedings of the conference along with additional material submitted by the
American Nurses' Association.

On the whole, the problems described at the conference remain. The public
may be more aware of at least some of these issues, but the political climate,
chilled by alarm over the monstrous federal deficit, remains uncongenial to
comprehensive solutions. Prospects seem best for relatively modest, incremental
approaches. Several such measures have been introduced in the 100th (current)
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Congress. These legislative proposals seek to protect the non-institutionalized
spouses of nursing home patients from being impoverished by the spenddonn
requirements for Medicaid eligibility. Under present law; Medicaid coverage may
be denied one spouse unless both spo ises are Y irtually without means, a situation
producing what is commonly termed "spousal impoverishment." The House-
passed FY 87 budget includes funding for this needed change.

Congressman Henry Waxman has introduced a bill that would amend the
Medicare statutes and provide limited coverage for up to three weeks of less-than-
skilled home health services. Several bills have been introduced to protect pa-
tientsand their families from financial devastation caused by hospital bills
for catastrophic illness Some form of catastrophic-care legislation is expected to
be adopted, although everyone involved admits that there is no chance for legisla-
tion (such as H.R. 65, introduced by Rep. Pepper) to help with what is far more
likely to impoverish older Americans: a long-drawn-out, chronic illness requiring
constant care and/or attendance [but not prolonged hospitahzur; ,n].

Senator Edward Kennedy will introduce a bill that would deny certain tax
deductions to all but the smallest employers unles. they provide health insurance
to their employees. Representative Pat Schroeder is introducing legislation that
would provide health insurance and pension benefits to part-time workers on a
pro rata basis.

We hope that the information and insights contained in this document will
help to further inform the public, as well as policymakers, as this country grap-
ples with what is surely one of the most important public policy questions be.f"re
it: how can we make sure that all of us, regan:less of our means, have access to af-
fordable, good quality health care?

Spring 1987

Betty Dooley,
Executive Director

Women's Research and Education Institute

S
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Welcoming Remarks
The Honorable
Charles B. Rangel, M.C.
Let me sincerely congratulate all of
you who participated in planning this
conference. This coalition of caucuses
marks the emergence of new strength
for women and minorities.

Sixteen years ago when I first came
to Congress, some of the problems we
had to face were making decisions on
supporting the Hallman bill, the Ken-
nedy health bill, or the De llums na
tional health system. At that time, no
one doubted whether our nation was
prepared to fulfill its obligation to the
aged, the poor, and the sick to make
certain that no one died as a result of
quality health care being unavailable
to them.

Tragically, we are now beset by an
Administration that truly believes the
federal government should not be
responsible for domestic services to
people. The Administration's laissez

faire attitude is evident in issues of
housing, education, and health. And,
long after we change the concepts and
the administration, we will still be
crippled by the damage this Admini
stration has done through fumdng
cuts, dismantlement, and elimination
of human services programs.

It is ideal to believe that as good as
the American people are they will ac
cept a tax increase to support federal
intervention in this nation's health
concerns. On the contrary, this coun
try's voting booths show taxpayers are
reluctant to pay more for even the
most beneficial programs no matter
how meritorious the cause.

Today we find ourselves with no na
tional strategy relative to health care.
We have resolved ourselves to letting
people stay in hospitals at very expen-
sive costs because we are not prepared
to invest in neighborhood clinics, or
provide for preventive education in
medicines. We are prepared to keep
people on welfare, because families
outside the AFDC (Aid to Families
with Dependent Children) program
are at risk of being denied health care
for their children. We are afraid the
elderly would be victimized by re
duced Medicare/Medicaid benefits.

But, keep in mind that the theist of
national priorities should be to create
jobs that will provide sufficient in
come to remove as many as possible
from welfare assistance altogether
Soon you will see that not only has
your federal government crippled the
AFDC and Medicare/Medicaid pro-
grams, which are in need of major
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revitalization, but both the House and
Senate have proved they don't have
the political courage (especially on the
Senate side of the Hill), to deal with
the expenditures or taxes involved in
implementing a national health plan.

For a President to decrease the rev-
enue coming into the government by
$750 billion, as was initiated in 1981,
and then embark on a defense spend-
ing program of $2 trillion means
serious repercussions and a gross
lack of monies channeled to domestic
programs.

When the President proposed a bill
that raised revenues by $139 billion in
1983, some Members of Congress
thought we would soon be addressing
the void of national health coverage.
However, the entire transfer of money
raised in closing the loopholes and
shelters was not transferred to im-
prove services to the American pew
ple. It was transferred to offset the
earlier reductions in the tax rate.

hi addition to overweighted defense
spending. Congress too has not dealt
with the crucial issues of making good
health care accessible to all. Congress
must consider: "How can we use the
money that is available? What priori-
ties should we establish? Do we take
care of the sick and aged first?"

"No," the C,--igress said, "We will
not deal with national health are at
all." Instead. Congress reached out to
the Senate grab bag of mystery and
suspense and brought to this natior
Gramm-Rudman. What is Gramm-
Rudman? Gramm-Rudman is a com-
mitment to make the nation do some-
thing to reduce spending sometime in

the future, while paying penance every'
year for five years without looking to
see where the cuts are. Gramm-
Rudman delegates this congressional
responsibility to computers and to
federal agencies so Members can re-
turn to their constituents and say, "I
had nothing to do with it."

Well, I hope this Supreme Court at
least transfers the responsibility of
budget cuts back to the House and
Senate where it belongs. Many Mem-
bers are greatly concerned that to re-
duce the deficit, increases in taxes
must occur However, I believe our
greatest concern should be setting
priorities that will be of maximum
benefit to meeting the crucial needs of
our people, such as access to health
care.

1 see that you have another speaker
from New York, Dr. Mike Hollonvn,
one of the most respected doctors in
the United States. We were privileged
to have Dr. Holloman as long as we did
on the Ways and Means subcommittee.
I also want you to know the staff on
Ways and Means, the health subcom-
mittee, and my individual staff are
here to help you. I will even promise
technical assistance from Congress-
man Henry Waxman 's subcommittee.

We are proud to have these com-
bined caucuses of women and minori-
ties dedicaml to helping Congress do
a bowl job of meeting the needs of
the American people. You can be as-
slued that your conference will be a
success because, tragically, Congress
has clone poorly in addressing health
care. We need all the help we can get.

10
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Perspectives:
Three Caucuses

The Honorable Patricia Schroeder, M.C.
Congressional Caucus On Women's Issues

The Honorable Louis Stokes, M.C.
Congressional Black Caucus

The Honorable Robert Garcia, M.C.
Congress anal Hispanic Caucus
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Ms. Schroeder:
State Level
This is really an historic occasion. And
how appropriate it is that for this first
of what I hope will be many coopera-
tive ventures of these three caucuses,
the subject is health care for the mil-
lions of Americans who either lack
medical insurance altogether or simp-
ly haven't enough. For surely, the con-
stituencies of these caucuses are dis-
proportionately represented among
those who are, as the term goes, "med-
ically indigent."

Certainly, womenespecially mi-
nority womenare a major share of
the working poorand a 1984 study
in any state of Colorado found that half
of the working poor had no health in-
surance. And certainly womenand
minority womenare an overwhelm-
ing majority of the low-income elderly
who can't afford private insurance to
cover the growing gaps in their Medi-
care coverage. Many of them aren't
poor enoughor are too proudfor
SSI. But how will those who have to go
to the hospital next year find the near-
ly $600 they'll need just to cover the
first day's deductible?

I've been asked to speak io you
briefly about states' efforts particu-
larly my own state's effortsto ensure
that the medically needy get adequate
health care. I know ,ou'fl hear from
the range of experts here today the
specifics and statistics about the crisis
in health care for the medically needy
and I'm sure you'll heat; too, about
many initiatives around the country to
try to cope with the crisis. So I'm not
going to give you chapter and verse.

Rut I do want to say that it is unreal-
istic and inequitable to expect states to
close the enormous and growing
health care gap without more help
from Uncle Samespecially with re-
gard to Medicaid.

10

Recommendations for improvements
in Medicaid made by the Committee
on Federalism and the National Pur-
posea distinguished, bipartisan,
moderate panel led by Senator Dan
Evans and Governor Chuck Robb
tell you a lot about the situation at.ross
this country today. Here are the key
points urged by the Commission
which, I should stress, I wholeheart-
edly endorse:

that the federal government estab-
lish nationwide benefit floors for
Medicaid, and provide 90 percent
of the funding for these benefits;

that the federal government estab-
lish uniform eligibility standards for
Medicaid, including nationwide ap-
plication of the nowoptional pro-
gram making intact families with
unemployed parents eligible for
Medicaid and nationwide applica-
tion of the nowoptional provisions
for the medically needy.

Implicit in these recommendations
are the enormous difficulties you en-
counter when you try to generalize
about what the 50 states are doing

with and t% ithout federal assistance
to care for the medically needy.
A charitable adjective would he
"confbsing."

For example, eligibility for Medi-
caid is not uniform across the country

In some states possessing a few mod-
est assets, such as an old car, can auto-
matically disqualify you for Medicaid
and/or other health assistance. In
many states, including Colorado, you
have to be on AFDC or SSI to be eligi-
ble fir Medicaid. The 34 states that do
exter..i Medicaid eligibility beyond
AFDC and SSI recipients (known as
the "categorically needy") have widely
varying criteria for eligibility.



In more than 20 states, the income
ceiling for Medicare eligibility is less
than 55 percent of the federal poverty
level. In other words, its not enough
that ,ou be pooryou must be desper-

ately pool at least, that's how I d
describe a family of three with less
than $4,600 a year Some states depend
largely or entirely on counties to care
for the needy who aren't eligible for
Medicaid; a number of them let the
counties set the eligibility criteria and
determine benefits. In these states, you
Go lose eligibility just by stepping
across a county line.

And some states that have several
programs of health assistance have dif:
ferent eligibility standards for the dif-
ferent programs. So, for example, you
might qualify for a free ambulance
ride to the hospital but not for help
with your hospital bill. And, of course,
except for the basic services that states
must provide if they participate in
Medicaid, the services providedand
the chz.acter of the providersale
far from uniform across the country.

Unacceptable Variations

These are just some of the tremen
dous variations you find. And to the
extent that they meanas they do
that a lot of genuinely needy people
aren't getting the health care they
need, I don't think these variations
should be acceptable.

All across the countryin every
hamlet and townthere should be a
basic level of decent care for people
who cannot afford to pay for it them.
selves. And that level should not re-
quire the recipients to be in abject
poverty to qualify.

Clearly, ensuring an acceptable, ton-

form, humane minimum of coverage
throughout this land means that we
here in Washington will have to take a
lot more responsibility, both for set-
ting the standards and for mores of the
cost.

That being said, however, I don't
argue that states shouldn't have the
rightand feel the responsibilityto
develop and fund programs that
spond to the special needs of
populations, or that there should
necessarily be total uniformity in
health services, or in the way they are
delivered, in every state.

And, in fact, many states have been
working in many wayssome of them
ingenious and innovativeto im-

prove their programs to assist the
medically needy. Improving their Med-
icaid programs is one common ap-
proachalthough it has been pointed
out that a lot of the states taking that
approach are states with less than aver-
age Medicaid and coverage to begin
with.

he number of states with their own
indigent care programs has increased,
and some states have improved exist-
' ig ones and/or added new conn-
nents. Some statt_s are making ho., l-
ulls' licenses or Certificates of Need
contingent on their agreeing to pro-
vide emergency care to people with-
out health care coverage. Some states
have set up special funds, or targeted
taxing authorities, to help pay for
medical care for those who can't pay.

All of these, and many other inter-
esting approaches are pam t of the
broad agenda of health care access
concerns we address in our agenda
today.



Mr. Stokes:
Federal Legislation

It is indeed my ple'sure to be a part of
this conference on health care for
minorities and the poor. The Congres
sional Black Caucus Foundation, for
whom I speak today, is proud to join
with the Hispanic Caucus and the
Congressional Caucus on Women's
Issues in supporting this most impo
ant event. Ms. Betty Dooley along
wit)' her staff at the Women's Research
anu Education Institute, are to be
commended for their efforts in devel-
oping such an exciting and worthwhile
program. This conference represents
an ideal setting for us to reexamine
our society's commitment to provid-
ing decent health care for those on the
lower end of the economic spectrum;
and, judging from the events outlined
in the conference brochure, I am sure
that we can all look forward to a very
productive dialogue.

As a United States Congressman
who has been intimately involved with
and concerned about our nation's
health, education, and social policies,
I am troubled by the dynamics which
are emerging in our nation's system of
health delivery. If we look at the pros-
pects for improved health care for the
poor from the perspectives of dollars,
access, and quality, we see a system
that is rapidly becoming a twotiered
system. A system where most of the
poor get their only health care in hos-
pital emergency rooms: an irrational
as well as an inhumane system of pro.
viding care. Indeed, if access and qual-
ity were a game, ( le would have to say
that "you have to pay to play." It
should come as no surprise, then, that
poverty compromises access to care
and that the poor have more than
twice the chance of failing to obtain
care when they need it.

Yet, an overwhelming number of
Americans do not have the resources
to pay for health care. Let's look for a
moment at the magnitude of the prob.
lem confronting us. In August of 1985,
the Census Bureau reported that near.
ly 34 million people in 1984 had in
comes below the official poverty stan-
dard. This represented a slight de-
crease from the 35.5 minim people in
poverty in 1983. The Reagan Admini
stration hailed this reduction as a tri
umph for the Reagan philosophy and
Reagan economic policies. Neverthe-
less, in the last three years of the
Reagan Administration, we have had
the highest poverty rates and the
greatest number of people in poverty
since 1965.

The growing number of poor peo
ple in our nation, coupled with re
duced health care spending by the
federal government and less extensive
private health insurance coverage, has
combined to exacerbate inequities in
access to medical care in America. For
minorities and the poor, these inequi
ties are compounded by poorer health
status and a lack of health insurance.

The question of how we will provide
quality and accessible health care for
the poor is certainly not a new one.
Our nation was once committed to the
principle of decent health care 14 all.
During the "Great War on Poverty" in
the 1960s, when America saw that peo-
ple were starving, that we needed doc-
tors, we did something about it. Legis-
lation was enacted to expand the sup-
ply of health personnel and facilities
and to provide lowincome Americans
with the means to pay for health serv-
ices. One of the most significant
achievements of that decade was the
enactment of the Medicare and Medic.
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aid programs, and the acknowledge-
ment that health care is a right, not a
privilege. These programs constituted
a governmental contract with the peo-
ple, especially the disadvantaged and
the elderly. Nearly all of us can agree
that the creation of Medicare and
Medicaid in 1965 greatly improved ac-
cess to health care for the elderly and
some poor individuals and families.

Today's Reality
Now, however, these concepts are

being threatened as never before.
More and more Americans are slip-
ping through the cracks of the safety
net. Today's reality is that a substantial
number of persons have inadequate
income, no private health insurance
and, yet, are ineligible for Medicaid
the federal government's priir:..-y
health insurance for the poor. Today,
we can hardly call Medicaid a national
health program for the poor. In 1982,
in any given month, nearly half of
those with incomes below the federal
poverty standard had no public or pri-
vate insurance, only 38 percent were
covered by Medicaid and only 13 per-
cent by employer-provided health
insurance.

I wish I could tell you that there
is a strong concern on the part of
our society about the plight of the
poor, the unemployed, and the home.
less. Unfortunately, there seems to be
a desire to provide health care for
the poor, but an unwillingness to pay
for it. Regrettably, cost containment
and retrenchment are the current
watchwords.

At the federal level, the Reagan Ad-
ministration has seen its primary role
as limiting government participation
in underwriting ealth care costs.
More than $350 billion will be spent
on health care this year, and the Presi-
dent and Congress are making rigor-

ous efforts to stem the federal govern-
ment's share of increasing health care
expenditures. Under the new prospec
the Mittetti system fin Medicare, the
federal government has become a
"prudent buyer" of health care serv
ices, paying no more than a fixed price
per diagnosis. With the new price -
consciousness on the part of the gov-
ernment, as well as private insurers,
competition among health care pro.
vider; has increased, while the motiva
Lion to provide the more costly care
fbr the indigent has decreased.

Additionally, the growth of new al-
ternative forms of health delivery sys-
tems such as health maintenance
organizations, preferred provider or
ganizations, individual practice
associations, and the rapid growth of
for-profit hospital chains have increas
ed the pressure to cut costs further.
This commercialization of our health
care system has already impaired the
ability of some institutions to care for
those who cannot pay. It may, in the
long run, hurt the quality of care
which is provided as cell. Few incen
tives exist today for hospitals to pro.
vide indigent or charity care. Thday,
hospitals and health providers in
volved in serving the poor run a con
siderable financial risk. As a result,
fewer institutions are to widing this
care and we are seeing greater
amounts of "patient dumping" from
private institutions to public ones. In.
deed, stories proliferate about
hospitals which turn away patients
who cannot afford care, sometimes in
the middle of a medical emergency
and without regard to the impact on
their health. Only 9 percent of the na-
tion's hospitals now provide 40 per-
cent of the total care to the poor.

And, this year, with the threat of
automatic spending cutbacks in excess
of 25.percent looming on the horizon

15



under the Gramm-Rudman Deficit Re-
duction Act, decisions on health care
spending will be even tougher

Improving the health of our nation's
poor and maintaining a financially
sound health care delivery system are
not incompatible objectives. In fact,
providing the poor with an ability to
obtain preventive and regular health
care will indeed reduce our nation's
health expenditures in the long run.

We can begin to achieve these pub.
lic policy goals by enacting legislation
to provide or mandate health in.
surance for all poor Americans by es
tablishing national eligibility and
benefit standards for the Medicaid
program, requiring health insurance
coverage in all industries, and upgrad-
ing insurance coverage in industries
where coverage is low Nloremei; to el-
festively decrease the cost and pros ide
quality health care thew must be par-
ticipation in planning and policy for-
mulation by all parties: consumers,
employers and employees; insurance
companies and third party pay ors; the
government and taxpayers. When the
demand for qullity is accompanied by

Mr. Garcia:
Community Programs
I understand that Congressman
Rangel has been here and Congress-
woman Schroeder has been here. I saw
Congressman Stokes. I am glad that
you have had the opportunity' to meet
thew three giants, real champions of
the causes of all Amin icans.

With the advent of Gramm-Rudman
and the national mood of fiscal re
straint there is no doubt that minority
communities, especially the Hispanic
community, are feeling the painfld
loss of essential health services. This is
a direct result of the budget reduc-
tions. Befbre I speak about the loss of

input from all affected by the system,
we can expect health care for all to be
accessible and at an aflbrdable cost.

While I recognize that the challenge
to develop a comprehenshe health
care policy that is both responsive to
the needs of the people and cost-
effective has not been an easy one, it is
my hope that today's conference will
address many of the unique problems
facing minorities and the poor in gain-
ing access to care, and bring us one
step closer to meeting the challenge of
providing affbruable, accessible, and
quality health care to all who need and
want it.

With the most resource rich and so
phisticated health caw system in the
world, we as a nation should have no
tolerance for the denial to millions of
Americans of such a basic and funda
mental right as health care. This issue
is fundamentally a moral issue, it is

not limited to the poor or to the disad
vantaged. It is not just a black or
minority issue. It is an American issue
an issue society as a whole must face
and must solve.

health sen ices, let me take a few min
utes to outline the state of more than 2
million Hispanic Americans, particu-
larly those I rept esent in the city of
New York. Although I am here on be
half of the Congressional Hispanic
Caucus, I want to speak specifically
about that segment of the Hispanic
community that I know so well, the
South Bronx, the area where I was
born and raised, the area that I live in
today.

According to recent findings in a
report that was commissioned by Gov-
ernor Mario Cuomo, Hispanic resi.



dents of New York State are poorer,
less educated, and more prone to seri-
ous health and social problems than
any other segment of the population.
Puerto Ricans have a higher rate of
mental illness than any other ethnic
group or people at large. This is due
in large part to what the Gm ernor's
commission referred to as the stress,
the strain, and the pain of lit ing in
poverty. Hispanics now account fbr
more admissions to drug treatment
programs for heroin than any' other
group. 'fivice as many Hispanic elderly
are living at or below the poverty le% el
as compared to the elderly population
as a whole. As a result of cultural and
language barriers, Hispanic New Nbrk-
ers are far less able than any other low-
income people to make adequate use
of the existing public health service
system.

Funding Losses
The largest segment of New York

Hispanics reside in my congressional
district, the South Bronx. It is the
poorest congressional district in the
United States, with a median income
of about $3,563 per year; a fact con.
firmed by a Bureau of the Census
study of every congressional district in
the United States. In addition, accord-
ing to the Bronx Committee for Com-
munity Health, a consortium of 10
public health service centers, 7 out
of 10 centers service more than 65
percent persons of Hispanic origins,
with 3 serving over 90 percent His.
panics. Yet even though the Bronx has
been designated as medically under-
served, the Bronx Committee conso
tium lost more than $2.2 million in
public health services funding this
year. They anticipate there will be fur.
ther cuts in 1987.

As most of you know, it was o Ito an
ordeal to realize the passage of H.R.
2418, legislation to reauthorize the
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public health centers program. This
struggle took place despite the fact
that the hunting loci contained in the
bill represented an absolute fi eeze at
current funding levels, after losing
more than $54 million from past au-
thorization levels.

One problem has been the Adminis-
tration's emphasis on our already
bloated defense establishment. I don't
want any body to misinterpret this
statement. I believe that our nation's
defense should be second to none.
Nonetheless, I am appalled by the per-
sistent reports of defense procure-
ment abuses costing billions of dollars
each year Those wasted billions could
be better used to improve the quality
of life for our citizens who desperately
need quality' health care. Since the
poor are not able to depend on ade
quate funding for quality health care
from federal sources, we in the South
Bronx have to rely on the generosity
of the private sector as well as the old.
fashioned fundraiser to make up the
difference. If we didn't have that, com
'nullities such as ours would find
themselves in even greater despair.

A Helping HandNot a Handout
The Bronx and many other poor

communities are struggling to make
do. We are going to continue to work
hard to help ourselves. We are not ask.
ing foi a handout. All we are really
asking for in the Bronx is a helping
handnot a handout.

just let one add one point. It con
cerns my work as the Chairman of the
Census Subcommittee. Last seal the
Bureau of the Census decided that
they were going to call in experts from
throughout the count') to hold two
days of meetings in a small town out-
side of the District of Columbia. The
put pose of the meetings was to exam.
ine new ways of defining poveity.



What does redefining poverty mean?
It means many things, but the one
thing I believe they hoped to accom-
plish was to include ;n kind benefits
such as food stamps, Medicaid, Medi-
care, all the other similar programs as
a determination of additional income
for those people who were already in
poverty. So essentially it would have
statistically reduced the number of
people at the poverty level, by chang-
ing the formula for defining poverty.
The important point here is that not
one extra dollar would hue gone into
people's pockets to improve their
quality of life.

Let me give you one instance. In
1979, my mother died. For most senior
citizens the last years of their lives can
be the most expensive in terms of
medical bills. My mother was terminal,
so she spent about 20 to 45 days at Mt.
Sinai Hospital. The bill came to about
$30,000. My mother's case is not so un-
usual. If the $30,000, which Medicare
paid, was included as an in-kind bene-
fit under this definition of poverty my
neither would have appealed much
more well of then she was. That is one
potential danger in this idea of rede-
fining poverty.

The Census Bureau's conference
troubled me greatly because the peo-
ple originally scheduled to participate
vee very conservative, many of whom
don't care about the pool: I told the
Director of the Census Bureau that I
would be darned if he was going to
have that conference, as long as I was
Chairman, without some sort of
balance among the participants. I am
happy to report that the Census
Bureau did comply and that there
vv ere many people that you know
some in this room who p.wticipated
in that conference. So at least there
was some balance.

I want to ask each and every one of
you here who are concerned about the
monitoring of health care in our na
Lion to watch very carefully. Keep your
eyes open as to some of the "possibili-
ties" that may come out of either the
Bureau of the Census or the Office of
Management and Budget. Look partic-
ularly at formula changes which will
not mean a thing to our nation's poor,
but which give the impression that
under this Administration millions of
people have moved off the poverty
rolls.
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The Challenge:
Care for the Sick,
Poor and Uninsured

Karen Davis, Ph.D., Clair
Department of Hygiene and Pliblic Health
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One test of a just and humane society
is the way it treats the sick, the old, and
the poorincluding the efforts made
to see that those who need medical at
tention receive it. Modern health care
is in fact so central to human survival
and to life with dignity, most nations
intervene (even in market-oriented
health systems) to assure access to
health care for those who need it.

In the United States, most of those
who work receive some private health
insurance coverage through their em-
ployment, under plans which usually
include benefits for spouses and de-
pendent children.' In 1965 the federal
government enacted Medicare and
Medicaid to provide coverage under
public programs for many of those
without access to employer health
benefitsthe aged and certain groups
of pooc2 Other federal programs en-
acted in the mid-1960s and early 1970s
expanded the availability of health
resources in rural and high poverty in-
ner city areas. State and local govern-
ments have traditionally sponsored
public community hospitals and clin-
ics to provide services as a last resort
1,, :lose unable to pay

Commitment to assuring that all
who need health care recehe it has
never been complete in the United
States. Even with the advances of the
past 20 years, large numbers of
demonstrably pool persons still are
not covered by Medicaid because of its
restrictions on eligibility' Some em-
ployers, especially smaller firms and
nonunionized firms, do not provide
health insurance to workers) Some
communities have public hospitals,
while others do not.

This mixed and essentially spotty
publicprivate approach to providing
access to care lead: to great untair
ness. Whether someone has health in-
surance coverage or not in the United
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States is in part simply a matter of
luck. It depends upon where one lives,
what type of job one has, and on the
state of one's health at the time insur-
ance coverage is sought. Those low-
income persons unfortunate enough
to have serious health problems, who
cannot work, and who live in states
with extremely limited Medicaid cov
erage and few public hospitals are
simply out of luck when it conies to
seeking medical care.

Changing Concerns
Public concern with assuring access

to care has altered Over time. The
period from the mid-I960s to 1980 was
one of expanding coverage for health
care, primarily through federal health
care entitlement programs. By the late
1970s, rapid increases in health care
costs and in outlays for governmental
health programs shifted the focus
toward cost and away from expanded
access. The Reagan Administration
has now shifted the emphasis entirely
toward retrenchment, proposing ma-
jor reductions in Medicare and Medi-
caid spending.'

It is an important time of reassess
ment for national health policy. An in-
creasingly competitive health market
is reducing the willingness of private
hospitals and other health care pro-
viders to treat those unable to pay."
Local public hospitals are refusing to
care for those residing outside their
tax districts. Employers are seeking to
cut the cost of their employee health
insurance, and increasingly are unwill-
ing to subsidi/e care for the unin-
sured. High unemployment, cuts in
federal health (.,,,itlement programs,
and tight fiscal pressures on state and
local governments have contributed to
an increase in the number of poor and
uninsured over the past few years.?
Either a basic societal commitment



will be made to assure access for those
unable to pay, or pressures to exclude
them from needed health services are
likely to intensify.

Opinions cliff-et obv ious!), about
society's obligation to provide health
care. Even relatively conservative
groups, however, have argued that a
minimum level of health care should
be provided to all!' This would include
such basic benefits as hospital and
physician services appropriate to the
general treatment or prevention of
acute illness or chronic health condi-
tions. Individuals could be asked to
contribute some portion of the cost of
these services, so long as such finan-
cial contributions did not work a fi-
nancial hardship on the individual or
deter the individual from seeking
necessary care. Others would argue
that a much more comprehensive
range of benefits, including prescrip
tion drugs and long-term care for the
disabled, should be provided to all
free of charge without regard to ability
to pay. The cost implications of such a
pdicy, however, are so extensive that
this type of complete commitment to
access to care does not appear to be an
economically or politically feasible
course for public policy:

The period from 1965 to 1980 was
characterized by a greatly expanded
federal govenunent commitment to
health care. Medicaid and Medicare
were enacted in 1965 to provide health
insurance coverage for the aged and
many of the pool: In addition, the Or
lice of Economic Opportunity estab-
lished compreher sive health centers
in high poverty, medically under-
served areas to help assure the more
even geographic listribution of quali-
ty health care.

Medicare finances health care for
the aged and some disabled, providing
uniform coverage throughout the

United States. As part of the Social
Security system, it is entirely federally
funded. Medi,:are is the largest federal
health program. In 1984 expenditures
are expected to be $66 billion, provid-
ing coverage to 30 million aged and
disabled beneficiaries."

Medicare Availability
Medicare is available to all those age

65 and over who receive Social Secu-
rity benefits. Ninety-five percent of all
aged are covered. Since 1972, Medi-
care also has covered those who have
been determined permanently dis-
abled for two years or more and those
with end-stage renal disease. Addition
of these beneficiaries reflected Con-
gressional concern with the high med-
ical costs these individuals face, and
the lack of private insurance coverage
for such conditions.

Medicare participation and expen-
ditures both have risen rapidly
throughout the 20-year history of the
program. The number of enrollees in-
creased from 19.5 million in 1967 to 30
million in 1985) Reimbursement for
services under Medicare will have in-
creased From $4.5 billion in 1967, to an
expected $75 billion in 1985."

Growth in Medicare expenditures is
caused by the same factors affecting
growth of spending in the health care
system generally: inflation in prices
throughout the economy, expanding
use of advanced technology, increased
demand for care, and a reimburse
ment system fin hospitals and physi-
cians that encourages spending rather
than restraint. Medicare payments per
enrollee hay c increased more marked
ly than health care expenditures pc'
capita, however: This reflects the fact
that the elderly consume much more
hospital (ale than othei age groups.
and that hospital race has expe.ienced



the most rapid increase in expendi-
tures. About 70 percent of Medicare
expenditures go for hospital care, 20
percent for physicians' services, 1 per-
cent for nursing home care, and ,3 per-
cent for administrathe expenses. Mis-
cellaneous benefits account fO the
remainde0

Varying Care Needs
Medicare enrollees are not a homo-

geneous group. Many are healthy and
rarely use health care services. Others
have multiple chronic health condi-
tions requiring extensive care and
treatment. Nine percent of the aged ac-
count for 70 percent of all Medicare expen-
ditures of health care for the aged. At the
other extreme, 40 percent receive no

Medicarereimbursed services in a given
yew; and another 37 percent account for on-
ly 5 percent of payments." It is deal that
most spending is concentrated On a
minority of the aged, those with life-
threatening illnesses and/or serious
chronic conditions.

It was in fact the burden that ex-
tremely heavy medical expenses placed
on a significant minority of the aged
that created the impetus fb enact-
ment of Medicare. Prior to the exist
ence of this program, half of the aged
had no private health insurance." In-
dividuals lost eployergroup instil,
ance for themselves and their spouses
on retirement. Insurance companies
feared excessive risks and were reluc-
tam to write individual comprehen-
sive health insurance policies for the
aged. Available policies limited cover-
age, exempted preexisting conditions,
and offered limited financial protec-
tion against large medical bills. Medi-
care was created to remedy the private
sector's limitations in providing ade-
quate health insurance by creating a
source of comprehensive coverage for
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virtually all aged. It has clearly been
successful in meeting this objective, al-
though in recent years the resulting
growth in public expenditures has
been accompanied by a decline in the
comprehensiveness of coverage.

Medicare has also improved access
to health care. Hospital utilization,
particularly by those who prior to
Medicare had difficulty obtaining
needed carelowincome individuals
lip ing alone, minorities, residents of
the South and nonmetropolitan
areas has increased significantly!'

Diamatic increases in certain types
of surgery among the elderly have oc-
curred since enactment of Medicare.
Cataract operations doubled between
1965 and 1975, and hip replacement
surgery nearly tripled, leading some
analysts to conclude that the quality of
life !O the aged improved as a result
of Medicare."'

Mortality Declines
Sharp declines in mortality rates of

the aged also have occurred over this
period-- deer eases considerably more
rapid than pi rot to Medicare and also
more rapid than declines in death
rates in Canada and Europe during
the same period!' While it is difficult
to sort out the multiple factors con-
nibuting to such significant improve-
ment, it appears that Medicare has had
a tole in extending the lives as well as
in improving the health of the aged.

Systematic infOrmation on benefits
of Medicare to the disabled and those
with endstage renal disease is harder
to find. However, it is obvious that
their medical bills would work enor-
mous financial hardships without
Medicare coverage. It is also clear that
Medicare has enabled many victims of
end-stage renal disease to live longer,
more productive lives.



The major program which finances
health care for the poor is Medicaid.
Medicaid is a joint federal-state pro-
gram. The federal government pays
slightly more than half of the program
costs. One of every ten Americans re-
ceives assistance with health care bills
from Medicaid each year.'` The cost of
care for the program's 23 million red.
pients will be $50 billion in 1984.1"
Seventy percent of these expenditures go for

care of the aged and disabled. Despite the
magnitude of this investment, over 60
percent of the nation's poor remain ineligi-
ble for Medicaid.2"

Within broad Federal requirements.
each state has authority to set eligibil-
ity, benefit, and reimbursement poli-
cies for Medicaid. As a result, the pro-
gram is Pot unifbrm, and benefits and
eligibility vary widely from state to
state.

For the low-income aged, Medicaid
is an important supplement to Medi-
care. Medicaid pays Medicare's premi-
ums, deductibles, and coinsurance fbr
4 million lowincome aged. Medicaid
also supplements Medicare's limited
benefit package, covering services
such as prescription drugs, hearing
aids, and preventive services that the
poor cannot aflbrd to purchase direct-
ly. Most importantly; Medicaid covers
long-term care services excluded by
Medicare, and rarely covered by pri-
vate insurance plans. Fifty percent of all
nursing home expenditures are paid by
Medicaid. Over 75 percent of Medicaid ex
pendilures for the aged are Jim musing honie

services.2' Because nursing home care is
so expensive, many middle-income
aged are reduced to poverty, and,
therefore, to medicaid eligibility if
they are in a nursing home Ebr more
than a short period. Thus, Medicaid is
potentially an important program for
a large majority of the aged, not just
for the pocr

Judging Performance
Medicaid's peribrmance can best be

judged by examining trends in use of
medical care and health status of the
poor after its enactment. Available evi-
dence shows that Medicaid has been
successful in improving access to phr
sician services and, more important,
the health of those it covers.

Poor people have always had more
illness and accident than the nonpoor.
In part this reflects their more limited
access to health care, but in large part
it reflects the fitct that they have more
dangerous jobs, live in less safe
neighborhoods and housing, and suf
fer general deprivation from poverty.

In 1964, prior to the enactment of
Medicaid, the poor were seen by physi
clans an average of 3.9 times per year
compared to 4.9 visits for the non-
pool; in spite of greater likelihood of
illness and injury. By 1978, this situ
,ion had altered radically. In that year
physician visits for the poor averaged
5.6 times compared to 4.7 visits for the
non-poor.2 These aggregate figures
are misleading, however, because they
do not take into account the fact that
the poor tend to be sicker than the
nonpoor. After adjustment for the
greater health problems of the poor,
use of physician services by the poor,
at least those covered by Medicaid, is
comparable to use by higher income
persons. Evidence suggests that dime
poor not cmeled by Medicaid con
tinue to lag well behind others in use
of services.='

One indicator of the impact of this
increased access brought by Medicaid
coverage is the decline in infant mot-
tality. In the decade before Medicaid,
infant mortality haidly changed. Rates
plummeted ibllowing the enactment
of this program in 1965. By 1979, rates
were 13 deaths per 1,000 live births
almost half the 1965 rate of 25 deaths per



1,000 live births. Medical advances and
new technology contributed; Medicaid's
coverage of prenatal care and primary
health services has enabled the poor to
share the benefits of these advancesP

Adult death rates for poverty
related illness also have declined
significantly since Medicaid's in-
troduction. Maternal mortality death
rates dropped from 24.5 deaths per
100,000 live births in 1968 to 78 deaths
per 100,000 live births in 1979. Death
rates from those causes traditionally
more frequent among the poor, such
as influenza and pneumonia,
gastrointestinal diseases, and diabetes,
dropped flunked!) lbllowing introduc-
tion ofNledicaid.2'

These measures indicate significant-
ly improved health status for the poor.
As the most important source of
medical care financing for this group
of the population, Medicaid has in-
creased access to care and can claim
credit for much of that progress.

The poor excluded from Medicaid
continue to face serious problems in
obtaining medical care.2' Fol those
with chronic conditions, n crag an-
nual physician visits by,the insured are
twice those of the uninsured.

Community and migrant health
centers have been funded to help
minorities and residents of medically
underserved areas obtain important
health care services. Recognizing the
seriousness of health problems of this
population, the centers have provided a
comprehensive range of serviceswell
beyond the Medicaid benefit package
and have assured their availability
through the direct provision of services.

Reduced Mortality

Studies have found that these
primary care centers have contributed
significantly to the reduction of infant

mortality in the communities they
sere.'" Furthermore, hospitalization
rates of those served by the programs
have been reduced, suggesting that
serious health problems have been
averted and that mendl care is provid-
ed more economically than in tradi-
tional settings:2"

The mixed public-private approach
to providing health insurance
cos erage in the United States leaves
major holes in protection against the
financial hardships that major illness
can bring and causes some individuals
to forego needed health care. In 1980,
among the non-elderly population,
153 million were covered by some
firm of private health insurance, 19
million received Medicaid coverage,
and 30 million did not have coverage
from either public or private in-
sulance plans. Approximately 29
million people mere covered by
Medicare, with relatively few older
people not covered. These figures
reflect the average coverage on any
given day. Importantly, however, more
hh% iduals than indicated actually go
without insurance coverage over the
course of any gis en year be, ause of
changes in employment or income
status.

ben with major governmental pro-
grams such as Medicare and Medicaid
and private health insurance coverage
provided through employment or in
dhidually purchased, a substantial
segment of the American population
has no health insurance coverage.
During the severe recession of
1981-1982, the number of uninsured
increased markedly, from 29 million in
1979 to 33 million in 1982, up from 14
percent of the Aon elderly population
in 1979 to 16 percent in 1982. 'fr,vo
thirds of these had low incomes.'"

The uninsured population almost
totally consists of people under age



65, since the Medicare program pro-
vides coverage for nearly all of the
elderly. Poverty and lack of insurance
are, of course, strongly correlated. The
poor are twice as likely to be unin-
sured as the middle class and three
times as likely as those in upper in-
come groups." Many poor persons are
ineligible for Medicaid as a result of
federal and state requirements fbr
program eligibility, and %ariations
state income and asset eligibility
policies. Blacks, Hispanics, and other
minorities are less fully insured than
whitesperhaps because they are
more likely to be in jobs that do not
traditionally have employer health
insurance. Poor blacks are the least
well insured.'"

A survey on access to health care
sponsored by the Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation in 1982 found
that about 12 percent of all
Americansone in eighthave seri-
ous problems with access to adequate
health care." In 1982 one million
families had at least one member
refused care for financial reasons.
This included 208,000 families that
were uninsured. Access is a particular
problem fbr poor blacks, Hispanics.
the poorly insured, and the unem-
ployed. The survey found thai one in
nine Americans had no usual source
of health care.

Coverage Affects Services
Data from the National Medical

Care Expenditure Survey yield impor-
tant insights into how lack of health
insurance coverage affects use of
heal h care services. Survey data show
that the insured under age 65 receive
54 percent more physician ambula-
tory care than do the uninsured:" For
some groups, utilization is even lower:
In the South uninsured blacks and

other minorities make 1.5 visits to
physicians per person. annually on
av erage, compared w ith 3.7 for in.
slimed whites. These data suggest that it
is simply not the case that the unin-
sured manage to obtain ambulatory
care comparable in amount to thai ob-
tained by the insured, by relying on
public clinics, teaching hospital outpa
tient departments, nonprofit health
centers, or the charity of private physi-
cian5. Without insurance, many simply
do without care:"

Tremendous differentials in use of
hospital care also exist. The insured
under age 65 receive almost twice as
much hospital care as do the unin-
sured. Differentials by insurance
status are particularly marked in the
South, and in rural areas generally. In
the South, insured persons receive
three times s many clays of hospital
care annually as do uninsured per-
sons, regardless of race or ethnicity u'
The lower utilization of health care
services by the uninsured is not a re-
flection of lower need. As noted
earlier, the uninsured tend to be sick,
on average, than the insured:"

In some communities public
hospitals and some private hospitals
provide charity care to those without
insurance who are unable to nay their
own bills. A recent study indicates,
however, that charity care expendi-
tures have not been expanded to meet
the needs of an increasing uninsured
population."' In areas with almost a 50
percent increase in the number of
those living in poverty, charity care
was increased by 4 percent between
1980 and 1982. Non metropolitan
hospitals whether publicly or
privately ownedprovide little (Atari.
ty care. Cleanly; in some geographic
regions those without insurance find
themselves without a source of
careeven in cases of serious need.
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The health consequences of limited
care arc not fully known. It is clear
that most Americans %Ate and seek
medical care for treatment of a \ ide
range of health problems. A major
study by the Urban institute contains
persuasive e\ idence that utilisation of
medical care services leads to a mark-
ed reduction in mortality.`" This lends
considerable support to the impon
tance of medical care utilisation in
contributing to a healthy popula-
tionand at least indirectly pros ides
a basis for concern that the lower
medical care min/anon of the unin-
sured contributes to unnecessary
deaths and lowered health status.

The financial burden of health care
costs is very unevenly distributed.
Some families receive employer pro-
vided comprehensive health insurance
coverage at little direct cost to the
employee. Such employment benefits
are exempt from personal income
taxes. Others pay the full premium for
individual private beak' insurance
coverage and still face high bills tot
excluded services and coinsurance
and deductibles. And sonic families
and inch\ iduals simply pas the fall
cost of care directly, on go yy ithout.

Out-of-pocket Expenses
1 he result is that the uninsured and

inadequately insured num ratite' sub-
stantial direct out-of pocket expenses
for health care. Seventy five percent of
the U.S. population had some out-of-
pocket expense tOr health care in 1977
Analysis of data from the Nati(ma'
Medical Care Expenditure States
shows that nearly 25 percent of fami-
lies had out-of-pocket expenses ex-
ceeding $500 in that year, and 10 per-
cent had expenses exceeding $1,000.°

Low-income families pay slightly
more in absolute terms for health care6 24

out-of pocket than do higher income
families, ind considerably more as a
fraction of income. In 1977 families
\ ith incomes below S3,000 paid an
average 10.2 pet cent of their incomes
fin health care t mpared with an aY er-
age payment of 1.7 percent for those
families Yy ith incomes in excess of
SI5,000.

One in 10 families, almnit 18 million
people. spent over 10 percent of their
income on out-of-pocket health ex
penses in 1977. Ober 3 million families,
or 7.6 million people, had out-of-
po( ket payments exceeding 20 percent
of 'amity Income. For this latter cate-
gory, health care expenses are truly
catastrophic."

Given the substantial financial bun
dens health costs place on sonic
families, it is not slit prising that the
President's Commission fin- the Study
of Ethical Problems in :Medicine and
Biomedical and Bella\ kind Research
repo' ted eY idence that numerous
'yotking families \yew financially do
astated by out-of-pocket medical
expenses.''

Ben the aged arc not immune from
the financial consequences of large
health tale bills. Despite Medicare,
many health care expenses must still
be paid by the patient. As noted, Medi-
cal es benefit package excludes most
long-term (ale sell ices, prescription
drugs, dental care, eyeglasses, hearing
aids, and many odic' health care wry-

111 fact only -15 percent of the
total bill to' health caw fin the elderly
is paid by Nledicare." Another 14 per-
_ent is paid by Medicaid. The remain-
del is paid by the individual or inch-
iectly through innate health
ante premiums. Such innate pay-
ments came to 51.130 per aged person
in 1981, with some eery sick individu
als incurring especially burdensome
outlays fiw health care.



Out-of-pocket spending by the
elderly is expected to continue to
grow. The Congressional Budget Of
fice estimated that the amount of Med
icare cossharing would be $505 per
enrollee in 1984. The Part B premium,
coinsurance, and deductible would ac-
count for 80 , ercent of this co!.* In ad-
dition, it was estimated that on average

-beneficiaries would pay an additional
$550 in 1984 for noninstitutional care
not covered by Medicare, most t ly
prescription drugs and dental care. If
nursing home care were included, it
would add another $650 per person,
for a total annual average ou t.of
pocket cost to the elderly of $1,705.44

Obviously, the aged differ in their
ability to meet these non-Medicare
covered .penses. Half of the elderly
had incomes under $9,000 in 1981.45
Medicaid covers only 3.5 million of
these 13 million poor and nearoor
elderly. Even somewhat higher income
elderly can face serious problems pay-
ing for very expensive services such as
nursing home care or private duty
nursing required to recover from a
stroke or hip injury, for example.

Out-of-pocket Burden
Out-ofpocket medical expenses are

a particular burden for those elderly
who do not have coverage supplemen-
tary to Medicareeither from Medi-
caid or private health insuranceand
for those with serious health prob-
lems. Data from the National Medical
Care Expenditure Survey for 1977 in
dicate that elderly households (exclud-
ing those elderly in nursing homes)
who are covered only by Medicare
spent 11 percent of their household in-
comes out -of pocket on health care ex-
penses, compared with 5 percent for
those covered by both Medicare and
Medicaid, and 8 percent for those with

both Medicare and private health
insurance.46

he heavy financial burden on the
lower income elderly is in part a
reflection of their inability to afford
supplementary private health in-
surance to fill in the gaps left by Medi
care. Ovt . Al, 66 percent of the elderly
have private health insurance in addi-
tion to Medicare. However, this cover
age varies widely by income. Of those
elderly who are poor or nearly poor,
47 percent have private insurance
compared with 78 percent of those
with high-incomes.47

In 1981 the Reagan Administration
ushered in a major shift in health poll.
cy. Unlike the Carter and Nixon Ad-
ministrations, it did not propose ex-
panded coverage through a national
health insurance plan: Rather, it called
for major cutbacks in entitlement to
health care for the poor and elderly.
Reagan health policy has included
proposals to increase the cost of
health services to the elderly under
Medicare, to reduce the federal match.
ing rate for Medicaid services, to man
date that the poo: share in the cost
even of basic health services, and to
reduce funding for primary care de-
livery programs. These proposals have
been viewed in many cases as so radi-
cal and so damaging that they have
been largely rejected or modified by
the Congress.

The Reagan Administration has
proposed major cuts in the Medicare
program. Unlike the Carter Adminis-
tration, which sought tighter limits on
payments to hospitals, but did not re
quest cuts that would directly affect
beneficiaries, the Reagan Administra-
tion cuts would include those that
would directly shift costs to benefici-
aries. As a result of Reagan proposals,
Medicare outlays for FY 1982 through
FY 1985 have been held $15 billion
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below what they otherwise would have
been. Reagan's FY 1985 budget pro.
posed to cut still another $20 billion
in Medicare expenditures between
1985 and 1989.'8

The Reagan Administration has also
proposed major cutbacks in Medicaid.
Medicaid spending was reduced $4
billion during the FY 1982 to FY 1985
period from the levels originally pro.

jected, and further cuts of $3 billion
over the next three years e pro.
posed. These cuts represent at _ot a 5
percent reduction in - nnual federal
Medicaid outlays, which totalled $24
billion in FY 1985.°

Funds for federally - sponsored pri-
mary care services for the poor have
been significantly cut under the
Reagan Administration. 'final dollar
funding has been reduced by over

-$400 million since l980:" If inflation
is taken into account, funding levels
for these programs already have been
cut by over $1 billion from the 1980
level. This includes major reductions
in funding for primary care centers,
maternal and child health programs,
and the National Health Service Corps
Scholarship program.

Goai is Ending Care
President Reagan has indicated that

his ultimate goal is the total elimina
tion of federal government support
fin- primary care, as well as other
health programs, through passage of
his New Federalism legislation. A les.
sened interest in supporting the deliv-
ery of care to the poor and elderly is
reflected in major proposals to trim
back federal financial responsibility
for Medicaid and Medicare. These
shifts in direction reflect a major step
back from a commitment to provide
health care for those unable to pay.

It is too soon to evaluate the full im-
pact of these changes. One study has
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found major deterioration in health
status, increased untreated hyperten
sion and diabetes, and deaths result.
ing from termination of coverage of
medically indigent adults in the state
of California as a result of fiscal pres-
sures on states.'' Those subjected to
loss of coverage experienced a 40 per-
cent increase in the probability of
death as a result of increased risk fil
tors. Congressional hearings have
documented the increasing difficulty
that many poor people who have no
health insurance coverage face in be-
ing admitted to hospitals and other
health facilities, and the deaths that
have occurred as a direct result of
denied admission.52

More than any other portion of the
Reagan Administration's economic
and social strategy, its health policy
threatens the health and in some cases
the lives of some of the nation's poor-
est and most vulnerable people. In
that policy there is great potential for
a significant setback in life expectancy,
reduction of disability, and access to
health care services to relieve pain.
Serious retrenchment in the scope
and type of federal activities threatens
to reverse almost 20 years of progress
in improving access to preventive and
primary care services for the most vul-
nerable in our societythe poor, the
elderly, the disabled, and members of
minority groups.

In summary, despite the significant
progress made in improving access to
health care for the poor and elderly
from 1965 to 1980, serious inequities
remain. With the cutbacks in Medi.
caid, Medicare, and primary care pro.
grams in the early 1980sin the face
of rising poverty and high unemploy
inent these inequities have deep.
ened. Millions of Americans face the
prospect of serious illness without ac
cess to health services that can im-



prove health and functioning. Even
emergency cases are being turned
away because of inability to pay.'"

The U.S. faces a clear choice. It can
continue to turn its back on those who
lack adequate insurance coverage fbr
health care, or it can begin now to take
steps to see that at least those most in
need get basic help. Continuation of
the policy of reduced coverage for
the poor and aged introduced by the
Reagan Administration will inflict
great burdens. By permitting them to
fall through the cracks of our mixed
public-private system of financing
health care, we are likely to see a rever-
sal of the progress in improving the
health of these very vulnerable mem-
bers of our society.

Several options for moving toward
equitable access to health care for all
exist.

Health care access could be as-
sured through the development of an ade-
quately funded network of public hospitals and

clinics, available to those unable to pay.

Pools of flouts to assure payment for
hospital services to the uninsured (or hospi-
tal and physician services) could be estab-
lished through provisions in state hos-
pital rate regulation programs, taxes
on hospitals or health insurance pre-
miunts, or block grants for the care of
the unemployed.

Expanded coverage could be as-
sured through improvements in existing
public and private insurance programs
extension of Medicaid to cover low-
income children and pregnant wo-
men, improved benefits in Medicare,
and/or standards on employer health
insurance plans.

Finally, existing entitlement pro-
grams could be replaced &y a phased-in na-
tional health plan that would incorpo-
rate major reforms in coverage, finan-
cing, and the health system.

Arguments for and against each of
these alternatives depend in part on
points of y iew regarding what consti-
tutes adequate access to health care,
on beliefs about the appropriate re-
sponsibility of the private sector ver-
sus that of state and federal govern-
ments, and on how much we value the
concept of a single system of care for
all. Nearly all Americans would agree
that society has a responsibility to
assure a "minimum" level of care for
everyone. Opinions differ, however,
about how this level should be de-
fined. Some measure of adequacy of
care in relation to a standard of effec-
tiveness, i.e., that which is medically
beneficial; others define it by reference
to what the average American receives
for a given set of health problems.
Pragmatically, it may be defined in
terms of an insurance benefit package.

Opinions also differ on who should
be responsible for assuring access to
care. Some would place the major re-
sponsibility on local governments to
ensure some minimum level of care.
Since fiscal capabilities vary across
jurisdictions, however, areas with high
concentrations of poor are unlikely to
be able to afford to provide such care.

Perhaps the strongest division of
opinion concerns whether the poor
should receive "mainstream" medi-
cine. Should they be free to select
their own physicians and to seek care
from the same kiwis of physicians,
hospitals, and other providers as high-
er income persons? Some maintain
that society's obligation can be met by
funding a public system of hospitals
and clinics to care for those without
any other coverage, Or by contracting
with a set of private hospitals and pro-
viders to provide this care at a low
cost.

One option for assuring access to
health care would be reliance upon a
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network of publicly-funded hospitals
and ambulatory clinics. Elements of
this approach would include expand-
ed funding of community health cen-
ters and increased subsidies for public
hospitals and clinics. It might also en-
tail converting the Medicaid program
from a financing program for all hos-
pitals, physicians, and other health
care providers to a managed-care sys-

. tem where only selected hospitals and
clinics would be certified as partici-
pating providers. Under such a sys-
tem, these providerseither publicly-
operated or nonprofit institutions serv-
ing predominantly low-income per-
sonswould contract with state Medi-
caid programs for the care of defined
low-income population groups. Per
capita annual payments would ensure
budgetary control and encourage all
covered persons to obtain care
through a single, organized care
system.

Minimum Care Level
This approach would provide a

minimum level of care for all, and
could conceivably be accomplished
with little or no expansion of existing
funds. Its disadvantages are that it
would re-institute a two-class system of
care, with one set of providers for the
poor and a different set for all others.
It is likely that it would be chronically
under-funded, with substandard staff-
ing, crowding, and low quality sen ices
in public facilities. It would create
massive disruption in current patterns
of care, since even the poor now re-
ceive most of their medical care from
private physicians. It seems unlikely
that health facilities in a public net-
work would be conveniently located,
and the poor in certain geographic
areas such as isolated rural communi-

ties would likely have extreme difficul-
ty in using the public facilities.

An alternative approach would be
to set aside fixed sums of money for
the care of those unable to pay. This
care could be provided either through
public or through pr vate hospitals.
Most proposals of this kind have been
restricted to ,compensating hospitals
for inpatient care provided to the
uninsured, but they could also be ex-
tended to ambulatory care.

The states of New Jersey, New York,
and Maryland have established just
such mechanisms for financing hospi-
tal care of the uninsured. Hospitals
are permitted by state hospital regula-
tory commissions to charge higher
rates to the insured to subsidize care
of the uninsured. Florida has recently
enacted a law which imposes a tax on
hospital revenues. with receipts set
aside to purchase hospital care for the
uninsured.

Anothec approach is to establish
state-wide health insurance pools for
those without employer group or indi-
vidual insurance. Under this option,
surcharges on private health insur-
ance premiums are set aside to cover
the cost of insurance for low-income
people vnd high-risk individuals re-
fused coverage under private plans.
Connecticut and Minnesota have pro-
pains which work this way.

Another approach would be to cre-
ate federal block grants to be adminis-
tered by state governments for the
purpose of subsidizing care for specif-
ic groupssuch as the unemployed
and their flimilies. States could be
given flexibility to limit these funds to
public facilities or could make them
available to health care providers gen-
erally within the state. Advantages of
this latter approach isiclude budgetary
control over the amounts allocated.
F . .-ts could be budgeted in advance
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rather than committed to cover all
costs for care of eligible poor as is the
case under entitlement programs. The
flip side, however, is that funds set
aside might not be adequate to meet
the health needs of those othenvise
left out of the system.

Hospital Care Only
One primary disadvantage of this

approach is that it covers only hospital
careneglecting access to important
preventive and primary care sere ices
provided on an all hulatory basis.
Since individuals wouid not hate di-
rect' insurance coverage and would
have to request care on a charity basis,
many low-income families could be ex-

.pected to continue to neglect care un-
til illness had reached a serious, and
perhaps untreatable, stage.

Another option is to make improve-
ments in existing private and public
systems of financing health care serv-
ices. This could include imposing na-
tional standards on employer health
insurance plans, expanding coverage
under Medicaid to those low-income
children and pregnant women not on
welfare or Medicaid, and improving
Medicare benefits.

The Omnibus Antioverty Act of
1984, sponsored by several Democrat-
ic Congressional leaders, is one exam-
ple of this strategy. This bill mandates
that employers who offer health bene-
fits ti employees include in that cover-
age certain protections for the unem-
ployed and their families. Specifically.,
laid-off workers must be offered con-
tinuous group coverage for themselves
and their immediate nullifies for 90
days after lay-off and they must be of-
fered the opportunity to convert from
group coverage to indiv idual cover-
age. In addition, laid-off employees
and dependents who lose their group
benefits must be offered an opportun-

ity to enroll in a working spouse's
health plan without having to prov;de
evidence of insurability.

The Carter Administration national
health plan also proposed standards
fbr empiny el-pros ided benefit plans.
This plan would have required em-
ployers to offer basic health insurance
coverage to all fulltime workers and
dependents, inciuding comprehensive
coverage for prenatal and child health
care, to pay at least 75 percent of the
premium for that coverage, to begin
coverage within one month after em-
ployment, and to extend coverage for
at least three months following termi-
nation of employment, or coverage
for dependents for three months
upon loss of coverage because or
death, divorce, or separation.

Improvements in Medicaid cover-
age would pick up other groups. For
example, the Child Health Assurance
Plan introduced in Congress in 1977
would have extended Medicaid to
cover all children and pregnant wom-
en in families with incomes below 75
percent of the poverty level, or the
state Medicaid income eligibility level,
whichever was higher. A more modest
version of this bill passed by the Con-
gress in 1984 would extend Medicaid
coverage to first-time pregnant women
and children up to age 6 with family
incomes below the state Medicaid in-
come eligibility level. This would fOcus
improved coverage on poor first-time
pregnant women, pregnant women in
poor two-parent families where the
principal earner is unemployed, and
poor children in two-parent families.
Providing federal matching payments
at a 100 percent rate fbr the costs of
expanded coverage would mold any
increased financial burden on states;
Qtates that already cover all of these
groups would receive an increase in
their federal Medicaid rate.
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Improsed financial protection fin
the elderly and disabled could be
achiesed through implementation of a
cap on out-of-pocket expenses which
Medicare beneficiaries pas. Elimina-
tion of limits on cos ered hospital class
and coverage of prescription drug ex-
penses would also be important ele-
ments of such improved catastrophic
expense protection for the aged and
disabled. Requiring physicians to ac-
cept Medicare allowable tees would
also provide significant financial re-
lief to Medicare beneficiaries. Medi-
care eligibility could be extended by
removing the two-year waiting period
tbr coverage of the disabled, covering
all persons age 65 and over; and cover-
ing those with major health problems
(such as the terminally ill or those re-
quiring organ transplants).

Building on Strengths
Advantages of this approach are

that it would build on the strengths of
the current system and provide funds
where they are most needed. It would
be administratively easiest to imple-
ment since it represents the least de-
parture from current financing meth-
ods. Disadvantages include the lack of
budgetary control inherent in entitle-
ment programs. It also poses the prob-
lem of uneven burdens on employers,
possibly leaiing to loss of employ-
ment for low -wage workers or workers
in firms in financial trouble.

Another option would assure uni-
versal coverage for health care through
a phased-in national health plan. This
could involve fundamental restructur-
ing of curren entitlement programs,
such as the merger of Medicare and
Medicaid into a single program and
extension of coverage to all those fall-
ing outside private health insurance
plans, as proposed in the Carter Ad-

ministration national health plan of
1979.

A phased-in plan cou/d begin by ex-
tending cos erage to those most in
needsuch as those with incomes
below 55 percent of the federal poser-

level gradually increasing the eli-
gibility lest!! to 100 percent of the fed-
eral poverty level. Similarly, coverage
for workers and their families would
be imposed by requiring employers
to cosec all such families in a basic in-
surance plan with a ceiling on the
costs that any flintily would be re-
quired to contribute. This ceiling
could be set initially at a higher level,
and gradually reduced to assure ade-
quate coverage. Such ceilings would
also be a part of the public plan, so
that the elderly and disabled would be
protected from undue financial hard-
ship. Buy-in provisions would permit
anyone falling outside private employ-
er group plans to purchase coverage
at a subsidized rate, depending upon
income.

Coupling Reforms
This fundamental of the cov-

erage and financing of health care
services could be coupled with fund
mental reform of the provision of
health care sell ices. Payment for hos-
pitals, physicians, and other health
cat e pros iders could be established on
a prospeciise basis to encourage effi-
ciency in the provision of care, with
stringent limits on rates of increase in
expenditures over time. Organized
systems of care delisery such as health
maintenance organizations. which
charge on a per capita rather than a
fee-fo-service basis, coula be encour-
aged. Prevention and primary care
could be promoted through standards
built into the benefit package.

This option undoubtedly would be
the most costly to the federal taxpayer.
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A comprehensive approach could
easily entail mei- $20 billion in incre-
mental federal budgetary outlays in
FY 1985 dollars. It would involve sub-
stantial restructuring of public pro-
grams, require review and monitoring
of employer health insurance plans,
and represent major shifts in current
methods of laying physicians and
other health care providers.

At the same time, it would guaran-
tee adequate access to health care for
all, remove the threat of financial ruin
from health care bills as a cloud hang.
ing over many Americans, and pro-
vide a vehicle for instituting the major
cost controls and incentives in the
health care systeht that are missing
from the current patchwork of prit ate
and public coverage. It could also be a
lever for shifting emphasis untard pre-
ventive and primary care, and away
from a continued over-emphasis on
high technology acute care.

It is clear that the terms of debate
over national policy to pros ide access
to health care for all hav^ shifted
markedly in the last decades. In the
mid1960s, Medicaid and Medicare
were enacted to ensure access to care
for the elderly and many of the
nation's poor. Concern with future
health care costs was virtually missing.
Medicare and Medicaid hate been
enormously successful in meeting
their access objectives, bringing mil-
lions of elderly and poor into main-
stream medical care. At the same time
rapidly accelerating increases in
health care costs switched the focus of
debate from filling remaining gaps in
access to care to efforts to contain ris-
ing costs. The Reagan Administration
set on a deliberate course to reverse ef-
forts to expand coverage under
Medicare and Medicaid, and proposed
and obtained passage of provisions to
reduce eligibility and benefits.

The economic and fiscal policies of
the Reagan Administration hate had
et en more flu-reaching impact on the
health sector than have the Adminis-
tration's health finance policies. The
major cut in taxes in 1981 sought and
achieved by the Reagan Administra-
tion together with the buildup in de-
fense spending, have created massive
federal budget deficits extending in-
definitely into the future. This has
placed enormous pressures on all do.
mestic spending.

The resulting climate of fiscal strin-
gency makes any enactment of the ma-
jor universal and comprehensive
health insurance proposals of the ear-
ly 1970ssuch as systems modeled on
the Canadian program of publicly-
funded care for allextremely unlike-
ly. instead the feasible options span a

'much inure limited arrayfrom those
that would target fixed sums of money
on a system of care for individuals and
families unable to pay, to those that
would expand coverage to persons
most in need under restructured en-
titlement programs. Expanded access
seems likely to come on an incremen-
tal basis, accompanied by testing of
the effectiveness of various cost con
tiol and incentive measures.

Political support for renewed com-
mitment to assuring access to care for
all may come from unexpected quar-
ters. With the expanding supply of
physicians, concern is aheady arising
about declining patient loads per phy.
sician. Newly trained physicians may
come to see it as in their own personal
into estts well as in society's, to see
that financial mechanisms exist to
assre care for those turf enth unable
to pa). Ben more likeiy, hospitals that
turn away patients who are unable to
pa) even when the hospital has los% oc-
cupant} and unfilled beds ma) sce ex-
panded financial coverage 'Or such
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patients as a way of filling beds and
generating additional revenue. These
motivations may, over time, overcome
the medical profession's traditional
reluctance to invite governmental en-
croachment into the health sector.

Political support for expanded cov-
erage may also come as the inequities
and unfairness of the current system
become more obvious. As hospitals
and other health care providers cut
back on their willingness to pros ide
charity care and as public programs
drop the poor from coverage, the im-
plications of inequities in cmerage be-
come more visible. Reversal of prog-
ress in improving health outcomes,
and inhumane treatment of the poor
and elderly, are unlikely to be accept.
able in a compassionate and caring
society. Evidence that deaths or serious
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health damage Inn e been caused by
cutbacks or by inequities in coverage
could well mobilize a public demand
for change.

The challenge ahead is to develop a
strategy that will chamel the savings
from improved health care cost con-
trots and efficiency in the health care
sector into assured access to health
care for all. Genuine commitment to
such a goal is likely to require specific
mechanisms to generate additional
re% em;esthrough increased taxes or
contributions from those able to pay,.

Yet, public opinion polls consistently
show that the American public is will-
ing to make such a commitment if
convinced that such revenues will as-
sure access to health care for all pro-
vided efficiently.
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Dr. Ho Homan:
Priorities
Why is there so much confusion in our
health care delivery system? As health
care costs continue to escalate, it
seems our concentration is more fb-
cused on costs than on an\ of the
other elementsincluding access
in the health care system. Our priori-
ties are at best askew and at worst they
are wrong, and each of us must share
the blame.

What health care, if any, do we as
U.S. citizens have a right to expect?
Our health care system, correctly
called by many a nonsystem, usually
finds ways te, Deliver health care to
most of those who need it. and to
many who can't afford it. But there is
no free lunch; someone always pays.
The growth of the forrofit hospital
industry, with its high investor payoff
in our more affluent communities,
serves to foster the illusion that hos.
pital care, efficiently and profitably
run, can correct the problems of our
hospital industry. Anyone who has
worked in a public hospital located in
an urban area, providing services to
patients who have been victimized by
the incestuous relationship between
poverty and ill health, knows this isn't
necessarily so.

I don't believe that the federal gov
eminent can be counted on to bail out
our health care system. It has been al)
parent since 1933 that our government
does not want the responsibility of
providing for the health care of all of
its citizens. And It is clear that provid-
ers prefer to care for those patients on
whom a profit is to be made.

As I look to the futurewith the
proliferation of forrofit health care
delivery organizationsI see cm
mous problems fir those individuals
and groups on whom no profit is to be
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made. The' business orientation de.
mands a balance sheet which is written
with black ink and pays dividends to
imestors. Business and industry are
becoming the major purchasers of pri
sate health care and are manipulating
the health system by dumping their
financial losses on the taxpayers.
These "health care businesses" are
divesting themselves of their losses
and thereby increasing problems of
access fi- those who use the public
system.

I define access to health care as the
freedom from barriers to health care.
A barrier is anything that constrains,
deters, delays, denies, d;ssuades,
courages, handicaps, or prevents the
acquisition or utilization of those sem
ices that are ultimately provided by
society to its members individually
and collectively for the maintenance,
preservation and improvement of
health.

Poverty provides a barrier and di.
minishes access to health care for
those who often have great need for
these services. There is now a new
story making the rounds about a
farmer who was turned away from the
emergency room of three forrofit
hospitals because he did not have the
necessary downayment in cash.

The maldistribution of physicians
also creates a problem of access )

health care tine a significant number
of our citizens. The prospect of a phy-
sician surplus in areas of affluence has
triggered the mechanisms which will
reduce the supply of available phy.
sicians. Meanwhile, the number of
areas in which there is a persistent
shortage of physicians is far from be.
ing eliminated.



Residence in a low-income or less of
fluent neighborhood can provide a
barrier to health care because the
trend during the years since the Hill-
Burton Hospital Constnation Act of
1946 has been to consult( t hospitals in
more affluent neighborhoods. It
should also be remembered that this
Act provided for segregation and al-
lowed the constriction of "separate
but equal" facilities. This "Jim Crow"
approach to health care provided an
additional barrier to the black patient.

Attitudes and Access
Access problems hay e also been

caused by attitudes. One recent survey
of welfare families found that the ma-
jority felt that the physicians who pro-
vided services to them were rude and
prejudiced against people on welfare.
Contempt for the poor is clearly a
learned response on the part of the
physicians, who are taught medicine
and perfect their skills using clinic pa-
tients. Once their professional skills
are perfected, many physicians feel
that they are free to sell these skills in
more affluent areas. In the eves of
many physicians, the affluent are
more worthy of deferential treatment
than are the poor, the pool; they be-
lieve, had an equal opportunity to suc-
ceed, and failed. Low-income patients,
feeling this less-than-sy mpathetic re-

sponse, may delay seeking needed
medical care in order to avoid
humiliation.

Another area in heed of improve-
ment is access for the eldrly. Medi-
care has proved to be as much an im-
petus to the escalating cost of health
care as it has been a boon to improv-
ing access for some of the Melly.

The biggest harrier to quality health
care for all Americans is the absence

'4)f a national health policy and a clear
understanding of the reason for the
existence of our health care delivery
system. If our great nation is to survive
and reach its potential, it must reorder
its priorities so that the materialism of
the feu will not destroy the humanity
of the man). Our health care system
must be redesigned to serve all Ameri-
cans at a cost we can afford. It can be
done and I think we should do it.

In 333 B.C., Aristotle wrote that
health of both the mind and body is
fundamental to the good life. If we be.
lieve men and women have any per-
sonal rights at all as human beings, we
must believe that they have the abso-
lute moral right to such a measure of
good health as society; and society
alone, is able to give them. Access is
fundamental.

Physicians have the responsibility to
reassert their role as patient advocates.
The medical profession must increase
its efforts to provide quality care fbr
all as a matter of principle. As citizens
we must abandon the pork barrel ap-
proach to health care, remaining si-
lent when our own health care needs
are satisfied, even though we know
that there are many others in great
need. The financing mechanism and
the for-profit aspect of our health care
delivery system must be made to sup.
port the system adequately, rather
than to line the pockets of opportunis-
tic imestors, who profit from the ill.
ness of their fellow man and the con-
fusion that currently exists in our
health care delivery system.

Finally, we must realiie that ue can-
not soh e out health system's problems
by simply taking money elWaN from the
system any more than we can soh e
anything by indisoiminatelv thmuing
money at the system.
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Mr. Martinez:
Funding Cuts
President Reagan, the "great white
father" in the White House, has said to
the poor, the aged, the children, the
women and minorities of this country:
"Heal thyself." Then, he recommends
cuts in health care and nutrition and
builds another missile. Twenty-seven
thousand low-income women and chil-
dren will be removed from the Wo-
men, Infants, and Children (WIC) pro-
gram in 1987 at the Administration's
requested funding level; even though
we have increased funding for the pro-
gram by $57 million. By 1991, 140,000
recipients will be removed unless
something is done.

Medicaid has been cut by 7 percent,
and premiums for Medicare will rise
from $15 to $38 by 1991. People just
won't be able to take care of their
health needs, and, of course, every-
thing that adversely affects the needy
of our nation hurts minorities and

Ms. Schneider:
Prevention Coverage
I'm very pleased to be here today; be-
cause health care is something I care
very deeply about. Regrettably, I do
not serve on a committee which has
jurisdiction over federal health pro-
grams. I am anxious to talk to you,
anyway, because you folks in this room
are the movers and shakers. And if we
are going to see any changes in our
health care system on the federal level
it's going to be up to all of you to push
for a specific agenda.

I've had a little experience with this
sort of thing. Prior to coming to Con-
gress, my own moving and shaking
was in the environmental movement. I
studied the issues and mobilized peo-
ple. Quite frankly, I am happy to say

women even more. Low-income women
and minorities make up the greatest
percentage of the uninsured in this
nation. The) are also the least likely to
obtain health care when the) need it.

The biggest problem to face His-
panics is the lack of information about
Hispanic health. Of the 94 tables used
in a 1984 nationwide report on health
status, no data were given for Hispan-
ics as a group. Until proper health sta
tistics are kept for Hispanics over a
number of years, the question of health
care cannot be adequately addressed.

Although it sometimes seems like a
cry in the wildernessat least with
the current Administrationwe must
try with all the strength in our lungs to
make our voices and our concerns
clearly heard on the problems of ac-
cess to and the quality of health care
in our society.

that I helped prevent the construction
of a nuclear power plant in the state of
Rhode island. I told them we'd stop it;
but no, they didn't listen. That was
how I learned how powerful groups
such as yours can be, as long as you
stand united and have a specific re-
quest to make.

I would like to share with you a few
of in) own ideas that perhaps you
might like to pick up on. And I am giv-
ing you these ideas not only because I
believe that they're in the best interest
of all the people who are in need of
health care, but because I believe that
they are also the ideas that are the
most "do-able" in our current political
world.
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I was asked to talk about what Medi.
care doesn't cover. Well, the most bla-
tant thing that Medicare doesn't cover
is prevention. Needless to say; preven-
tion is both a cost containment strate-
gy and a quality of life issue. After all,
you've got to realize that the average
life span will soon be 85 years. I want
to live to 130 and I plan to do it in
good health. I already had my first,
and hopefully last, bout with cancer at
the age of 25.

So, what can we be doing better?
First, we should expand the avail-

ability of hospice and other home
health options. This obviously would
be a step in the right direction, partic-
ularly when you consider the fact that
it costs $350 per day for hospital care,
$57 per day for skilled nursing care
and only $39 per day for home health
care. Right now, Medicare offers a hos-
pice benefit, but it is available only on
a limited basis.

Second, we ought to expand the
role of health professionals for proce-
dures and services which do not re-
quire a medical degree. And that
means everybody from midwives to
nutritionists, nurse practitioners to
physicians' assistants.

Physical and occupational thera-
pists should also be included in Medi
care. The argument for including
these folks is not only sensitivity; it's
fiscal responsibility. It is estimated that
if just 20 percent of Medicare benefici-
aries received their occupational ther-
apy treatment in a community setting
rather than the outpatient department
of a hospital the Medicare program
would save $4.8 million a year: That's
the kind of bottom line that convinced
me to co-sponsor legislation which
would provide Medicare reimburse-
ment to occupational therapists.

Third, I suggest that we encourage
the use of low-cost, lowtech services
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such as outpatient surgery centers and
ambulettes. Whether you know it or
not, ambulettes are vans that are spe-
cially outfitted to carry wheelchair.
bound persons. Medicare will pay for
an ambulance to take a wheelchair-
bound senior citizen to the hospital
for dialysis treatment, for example,
three times a week at an average cost
of $180 per round trip. But it won't
pay for an ambulette which would cost
only $30 per round trip. Now, there is
something wrong with our health care
delivery system if we don't use the
most efficient method.

Fourth, I would suggest that we pro-
mote innovation in hea'th insurance
options. This is something the previ-
ous speaker focussed on, mentioning
that health maintenance organizations
are becoming more and more popu-
lar. In fact, the number of people en
rolled in HMOs has doubled over the
past six years. Medicare has even in
cluded funding for 26 demonstrasion
HMOs. The kinks need to be worked
out so these benefits will be available
nationwide.

Fifth, as I said at the outset, one of
the best investments we can make is in
preventive care. It's much more cost
effective to subsidize nutrition supple-
ments tot pregnant women than it is

to pay for the intensive care costs of
low birth weight babies. The research
shows plainly that for every dollar
we spend for prenatal care under the
Women, Infants and Children (WIC)
program, there is a potential savings
of $3 in postnatal care. This is the
kind of hard-core, specific argument
that you should throw at your legisla
tors. They provide a very convincing
case for the value of the preventive
approach.

It's also much more cost effective to
reduce the likelihood of coronary by
providing counseling on diet, stress
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management and other personal hab-
its than to perform a bypass opera-
tion. But right now Medicare doesn't
cover periodic check-ups, cancer screen-
ings or nutritional counseling. We just
pit a few demonstration projects ap-
proved but we're a long way from the
finish line.

Smoking Problem
Smoking is also a serious problem.

Fortunately, it is getting more and
more attention by a number of differ-
ent sectors, including the American
Cancer Society. Cigarettes are respon-
sible for 320,000 premature deaths
each year. What is particularly discour-
aging to me is the number of young
women who are smoking more instead
of less. Educating people about the
risks can make a difference. In fact,
one study estimated that strong public
health campaigns could decrease the
incidence of lung cancer by 50 per-
cent. The potential annual savings
amount to $10 billion.

Another thing that the federal gov-
ernment can doand we're already
hard at work on thisis to take strong
steps to discourage smoking. There
are a lot of options here. We can re-
duce tobacco price supports, raise ex-
cise taxes on cigarettes and disallow
tax deductions for expenses associated
with tobacco advertising. The House
recently passed legislation to put war-
ning labels on smokeless tobacco
products. That, too, is a step in the
right direction.

The potential savings from pursu-
ing preventive approaches are quite
impressive. Another good place to
start is with seat belts. The statistics
show that anywhere from 50 to 15 per-
cent of all auto deaths and injuries
could be prevented by seat belts. The
potential annual savings from seat belt
use would be about $15 billion. In ad-
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dition, paramedics will tell you that
they neer unbuckle a dead person. I
think that speaks pretty deafly about
the value of seat belts. Many states,
and most recently the District of Co-
lumbia, ha e passed mandatory seat
belt laws.

A third and final area for preventive
action is stroke. Stroke is the third
leading cause of death in the United
States. Studies show that proper diet,
combined with not smoking and a
good exercise program, could prevent
two-thirds of all strokes. The potential
savings would be about $9 billion
annually.

Oftentimes when we have to make
decisions in Washington, whether it's
about health care or anything else,
there is the question of cost-benefit
analysis. This is particularly evident
now with the greater dedication and
willingness to reduce the federal
deficit.

Well, I can share with you my exper-
ience in the environmental field when
everyone used to say, "it costs too
much money to put up this preventive
measure, or to build in these scrub-
bers, or to do this or to do that." Final-
ly; years later; the American public has
learned that not installing these fea-
tures was not a cost effective move, be-
cause we wound up paying for these
mistakes anyway. We didn't pay for it
in taxes or in clean-up money; we paid
for it in our human health. And that
can be clearly demonstrated by the
number of cancers that have occurred
around hazardous waste sites and in
areas that are highly polluted. Once
we recognised that we are intercon-
nected with everything in nature
with the air we breathe, with the water
we drinkthen we can better protect
not only oqr environment, but we end
up protecting ourselves as individuals
and as a society as well.



Prevention vs. Crisis
When it comes to prevention, you

are not going to find too many mem-
bers of Congress that are all hyped up.
You don't get much glory for pushing
preventive legislation. When you get
the attention is when you have a crisis.
That's when someone jumps up and
says, "I'm going to solve this problem."
Quite frankly, by then it's usually too
late.

I guess that one of the things that
disturbs me most in the political arena
is that it is geared towards crisis man-
agement. We simply cannot afford to
be crisis managers when we are dealing
with our health. .,e cannot wait until
we get cancer in order to decide that
we are going to change our eating
habits. We cannot wait until we have a
heart attack to decide we are going to
lose weight, give up smoking, and slow
down the drinking. These are the kind
of messages that are critical and they
don't cost a it), of money. We can and
should persuade our coworkers, our
friends and family members about the
value of preventive medicine.

There is a tendency in Congt ess to
focus on health care costs and the use
of high technology. We really should
be focusing on how we could prevent
some of those costs and forego some

of these sophisticated machines. The
real question is: wouldn't it be better;
less painful fin. the patients, and more
cost-effeethe financially if we could
have prevented some of those health
problems right at the start?

Those are just a few of my ideas and
just a little insight as to my own objec-
tive, both personal and legislative. I
hope that you'll grab on to some of
these ideas and push them. You can't
sit back and say, "Oh, well. we'll let
Congress solve these problems," or
"Washington is at fault." Believe me.
The only way we are go;ng to have a
just and enlightened solution is if we
have full participation on the part of
all of you. Members who are on the
Armed Services Committee or the
Merchant Marine Committee or what-
ever have different and varied inter-
ests. But the one area that hits home to
everyone is his or her health. In na
tional poll after national poll, people
say that what they truly treasure most
is their health.

You have a very valid agenda and
cnisade ahead of you. I encourage you
to be very strong and persuasive acti-
vists. You know that I will be more
than happy to help you in any way that
I can.
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Dr. Lightman:
The Past Still Haunts Us
Reasonable and rational people of all
political affiliations would concur that
every American should have access to,
and the ability to pay for, the finest
mailable health care. Reasonable and
rational people have engaged in a
public debate over "the practical ad-
vantages and disadvantages" of differ-
ent approaches to health insurance
since the Progressive era before World
War I. I would like to propose today
that although this debate has been en-
twined with larger social and econom-
ic transfix' mations over the past sixty
years, a consistent historical theme has
both shaped the political discourse
and limited our imagination of the
reasonable, the rational, and even the
possible.

Let me begin with a rapid overview
of highlights in the history of health
insurance and then move to an exami-
nation of its historical implications. In
the opening decades of this century;
when the forces of urbanization, im-
migration, and industrialization had
already transformed the American
landscape and the economy, social in-
surance became a focus for reform.
Reformers' arguments rested on the
relief of poverty and the economic ra-
tionality of health insurance for indus-
trial workers. Their arguments held to
the existence of a narrow margin be-
tween earned income and poverty.
Health insurance could help avoid the
fall into ooverty through the provision
of support during periods of illness.
The Progressive reformers succeeded
in furthering the cause of state based
disability insurance and "sick pay."
They failed utterly, however, in their
efforts to establish national health
insurance.

In the 1920s the debate over health
insurance shifted in emphasis when
rising medical costs began to affect the
middle classes. Doctors' fees and the
cost of hospital care had been rising
for several decades. Hospital care,
which had undergone a virtual revolt!
tion at the turn of the century, was in-
creasingly the locus of care for the
seriously ill among all social classes. A
new professionalism among doctors,
symbolized by the greater power and
prestige of the American Medical As-
sociation, saw the AMA successfully
consolidate cohtrol over the medical
establishment with the support of an
"enlightened public sentiment" enam-
ored by the promise of scientific med-
icine and on the warpath against
"quackery"

Rising costs alone, however, were
not the heart of the problem; rather, it
was the variable natui, of the costs.
Although the average cost for medical
care remained within the financial
capability of middle-class families, a
seriou, illness requiring hospitaliza
tion could now destroy a family's sav-
ings. The uncertainty over costs and
the belief in the greater efficacy of
medical care combined to create a
risk fin the generally risk,mershe mid-
dle classes that turned health insur-
ance into a reasonable and prudent
investment.

With the election of Franklin D.
Roose%elt in 1932, social legislation
was again in the political foleground.
National health insurance was a part
of the reformers' agenda. Yet, despite
the enactment of Social Security, he
Fair Labor Standards Act, and unem-
ployment insurance, a national health
insurance program failed to gain the
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full endorsement of the president and
come befbre Congress with the Ad-
ministration's imprimatur. In the com-
plicated world of balancing needs and
political allies, health insurance was
unalterably opposed by the AMA. In-
stead, to ameliorate strain on the char-
itable system caused by the Depres-
sion, Congress appropriated funds for
relief effbrts undertaken by the states,
most often through welfare depart-
ments. Toward the end of the decade
when major social legislation had al-
ready addressed some of society's
grossest inequities, including regula-
tion of child labor, the minimum
wage, and old -age support, foreign af-
fairs upstaged the effort to implement
health insurance.

The absence of national health in-
surance did not eliminate the growing
need or demand fbr its coverage. From
the 1930s onward, voluntary health
plans had been multiplying. The Com-
mittee on the Costs of Medical Care in
1932 reviewed 25 medical care and
health insurance plans, among which
was Blue Cross.. Founded in Dallas in
1929, Blue Cross benefited from the
Depression which had severely low-
ered hospital income thereby making
attractive to hospitals a direct service
payment plan for group hospitaliza-
tion. The plan itself addressed many
issues that had bedeviled earlier ef-
forts, not the least of which 'vas that
the hospitals themselves, via the sen-
ices provided, constituted the plan's
capital, making unnecessary large cash
reserves. The nonprofit aspect of the
plan, moreover; had an immeasurable
appeal to public psychiilogy, separat-
ing crass moneymaking from the busi-
ness of health care. Indeed, the appeal
of Blue Cross was, in some sense,
measured by its rapid spread and the
special status it received from state
legislatures. It was but a natural step
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from assuring hospital costs to assur-
ing physicians' payments for hospital
services through the doctor-controlled
Blue Shield.

Since both programs were "pro.
ducer" controlled, they gained the
reluctant approval of the omnipresent
AMA. Vigorously, the AMA had op-
posed any infringement by third par-
ties, especially the government, on the
determination of treatment or the set-
ting of tees. Only reluctantly, when
facing the threat of sufficient political
force to bring forth legislation, did the
AMA House of Delegahs modify its
position. Blue Cross and Blue Shield
mark a major shift in the AMA stance
the acceptance of voluntary pro.
grams so long as they remained con-
trolled by the medical professim.

The AMA, howevc . was not the only
powerful interest group for whom
voluntary insurance was more palat-
able than compulsory national insur-
ance. By the 1930s the "spot" jabot
market immortali by Adam Smith
had long given way to the implic-
it, longer term contact in which
the holding of work Is' loyalty was a
key factor. Early in the debates over
health insurance, labor leader Samuel
Compel., had sided with conservatives
against the reformer, 'ho pressed for
government-sponsored plans. Insur-
ance for health care would in time be-
come an instrument for union loyalty
no less than fin- management. The co-
incidence of interest between labor
and business was given a further boost
during the years of World War II, when
a 5 percent increase in benefits was ex-
cluded from wage controls. Even be
fire the will, the way had been cleared
for benefit packages to become part of
the collective bargaining process. The
Wagner Act, as well as the later "Ilift-
Hal tley Act, had both included work-
ing conditions as one area of collec-
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live bargaining. The courts interpreted
working conditions broadly, and from
the Wagner Act onward health care be-
came a part of contract negotiations.

Post-World War II
After the War, full employment and

compulsory national health insurance
were brought to the head of the politi-
cal agenda, 'human's health-care pack-
age, built on a series of national stud-
ies reaching back into the 1920s, was
not dissimilar in its essentials from
that of the Roosevelt years. Circum-
stances, howevei-, had changed. The
expansion of voluntary programs had
begun to ease pressure for national in-
surance from the middle classes. The
introduction of health care into union
contract negotiations had eased pres-
sure from the unionized workforce.
Emergency relief during the Depres-
sion, not only continued but had
evolved into a system of support by
the federal government for categories
of people considered at risk, including
programs fbr children, mothers, and
the elderly.

Although Congress failed to pass a
national compulsory health insurance,
in 1946 it had passed the Hill-Burton
Act, which supported the development
and expansion of hospitals. In an his-
torical thread unbroken since well
before the liventieth Century, Ameri-
cans of the late 1940s belies ed that sci-
ence and technology were the way of
the future. Indeed, the war, and the ad-
vances it brought in medical care, only
reinforced the love relationship. Mod-
em hospitals spread across the nation
would give access to the magic of

'medicine.
Capital investment was the key

buildings, equipment and ever newer
technologies. As hospitals proliferated
and became more expensive through
the 1950s and 1960s, so too grew third-

party payment plans. Insurance com-
panies that had eschewed health insur-
ance entered the arena. Unlike the ear-
ly forms of industrial life insurance
that required an army of agents,
employer-based health benefits pro-
cided insurance companies with built-
in wholesalers and previously non-
existent defiler) systems. Moreover,
employers provided a screened pool
of applicantsthose healthy enough
to hold a steady job. The growth of
market share for health insurance by
established insurance companies chal-
lenged the dominance of Blue Cross
and Blue Shield. Over time, the moral
distinction between nonprofit and tra-
ditional insurance carriers declined.

In the 1960s, social legislation yet
again came to the fore. Unlike the
1930s, this was a decade of economic
expansion. It was also a period when
earlier developments in social policy
were beginning to reveal latent conse-
quences. The older population cov-
ered by Social Security was, for the
most part, a group whose work life
spanned the Depression and World
War II; their retirement had come
before the grow th of private pension
plans. Inflation since the 1950s Ih.d
significantly increased living c:,,ts, not
least of which were increased medical
and hospital costs fbr older people,
who 1%ere, in fact, living longer. By' the
1960s the elderly were the poorest
group in the population. Amidst a
decade of plenty, the plight of the el-
derly became a highly charged politi-
cal issue. In 1964, Medicare and Medi-
caid Ivo,: passed. Hailed as the fiist
national compulsoi, health insurance,
they were perceived as one of the dec-
ade's great social victories.

Insurance Patchwork
With the successful passage of Medi-

care and Medicaid, all the historical
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elements of our contemporary debate
were in place. On the surface, this
quick view suggests the particular
amalgam of American interests which
during the past 60 years has produced
a patchwork of health insurance: pri-
vate voluntary plans tied to employ-
ment which cover workers and their
immediate families: Medicare tOr the
elderly: and, Medicaid, along with a
host of other special programs, de-
signed to assist categories of the needy
and the poor. What I would like to pro-
pose as more interesting, however; is
the constancy of an assumption that
interweaves the historical tale.

Foremost is the relationship be-
tween labor fin-ce participation and
Lea lth insurance. Beginning with the
reformers of the pre-WOrld War I
years, through the development of ol-
untary plans tied to employer and
union benefit packages, the spread of
health insurance has retained a justifi-
cation which equates protection and
productivity.

As an historical corollary to this
proposition, I will add that some labor
is more equal than others. Again
reaching back to the Progressives, who
focused on the industrial labor force,
on through successfully unionized
labor and the application of a ptoto-
industrial model of organization to
large corporate and public bureaucra-
cies, we follow the trail of health insur-
ance. Initially aimed at the lowest in-
dustrial wage camels, where income
maintenance provided the only mar-
gin between household sufficiency
and poverty, adjusted to take account
of the rise in medical costs Yy Inch cre-
ated a comprehennible t isk factor for
the better employed and midd:e clas-
se3. and finally applied to the elderly
under Social Security for whom medi-
cal costs once again were the margin
between adequate and inadequate re-

tirement means. the history of health
insurance reseals the character of the
most equal work to be yy ithin the in-
dustrialized and product- producing
heartland. Contemporary statistics xiv-
idly capture history. While approxi-
mately 61 percent of the overall Iabor
force has some health benefits, in the
manufacturing sector the percentage
of covered employees rises to 82 per-
cent and in mining to 83.4 pet-cent. In
contrast, coverage drops to 34 percent
in the service sector, bareh rising to
49.4 pet-cent for business related
services.

The linkage between health insur-
ance and labor force participation has
also carried yy ith it all the associated
structural biases of the labor market
toward women and minorities. The
historically !owe' rate of female labor
fince pat ticipathm. compounded by
women's clustoing in a limited until-
bet of occupations, for example, struc-
turally limits women's likely access to
health insurance. Intermittent labor
force participation and casual labor
are similarly penalized. Thus, I would
expand the historical ctn-ollary and
note that access to health insurance
which incorporates the biases of the
labor market represents a mean and
narrow view of a productive life. It is a
iew whose logical antithesis defines

those outside the paid labor force as
atypical and different: whose needs,
in most ,arses, tOrm the special cate-
gories supported by private and pub-
lie assistance.

Clearly recent expansion in the
sell ice sewn and the manifest chan-
ges in numners of families headed by
wonien pose a challenge to out hisnw-
ical time lag, so to speak, when the
new reality who works, where the
jobs are and which kinds of jobs pro-
vide Ile:1th benefitsis out of kilter
with out inherited assumptions. If we
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are only out of step with change, and
seek simply to expand voluntary
health benefits more evenly through
the new employment sectors, we will
still remain wedded to our first as-

sumption that health insurance ought
to be linked with labor market partici-
pation. We remain the prisoners of a
narrow definition of human capital
which fails to measure adequately so-
cially useful work outside of paid
labor. It is a definition which places on
those outside the burden of finding

Mr. Schiffer:
The Private Sector
I want to thank WREI for this unique
opportunity. It is unique, first of all,
because I more frequently find myself
listening to Sena .irs and Congress-
men rather than appearing on the
panel with them, and secondly, as the
father of seven daughters, I have spent
much more time listening to predomi-
nantly women's groups, then address-
ing them. Under the circumstances, I
hope you forgive my enthusiasm.

Your program asks Inc to address
the question: Is there a role for the pri-
vate sector in solving problems of in
digent care? I would like to add four
additional questions to the agenda: 1)
Is the private sector currently playing
a role in %lying the problem of in
digent care? 2) Is that role likely to
increase? 3) Is it important that the
problem of uncompensated care be
solved? 4) What, in a practical sense,
can be done about it?

The first three questions, I can dis-
pense with relatively quickly with a
quote from the February, 1986 report
of the Prospective Payment Advisory
Commission (PROPAC). It said:

The emergence of competitive
Inrces in health care may curtail the

alternative access to health insurance,
or looking to the relief of traditional
charity and goy ernment-sponsored
programs which identify participants
as worthy or needy. We are, in sum,
condemned to debate continuously
the "practical advantages and disad-
vantages" of different approaches to-
ward health insurance: trapped within
an equation of insurance and paid
labor force productivity or po%erty
and charity first put forth by social
reformers more than 60 years ago.

provision of care to the uninsured
indigent patient. In the past, profits
have come tram patients who pay ac-
tual hospital chargespatients with
commercial insurance or some Blue
Cross plan, and patients who pay
their own bills. Because many hospi-
tals ale not paid on the basis of (lun-
ges, for most patients, the cost of un-
compensated care is not distributed
evenly across hospital users.

Hospitals may find it increasingly
difficult to finance uncompensated
care as insurance companies !hint
hospital payments in a competitive
environment. Price will approach
the actual cost of caring fin- an addi
tional patient. with no allowance for
charity tale 01 bad debt. At the same
time, this method of financing 'un-
compensated care may be eroding
while the need may be increasing.
State limits on Medicaid programs
and an increased nuipbei of pet sons
without coverage could lease more
persons unable to pay for their own
hospital care.

So, in response to our first three
questions, is there a role for the pri-
v,,te sector? The answer is absolutely.
Arc we currently playing a role? Em.
phatically yes. Is that role likely to in
crease? Absolutely not; unless some
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stringent measures are taken to handle
uncompensated care.

Now let's address the question of
whether it is important to solve this
issue of uncompensated care. As com-
mercial insurers, we certainly think so,
from a social, economic and political
standpoint. Let me take each of these
separately.

Socially. Our business is built on
satisfying social needs. And, while I
would never argue that there are not a
few bad insurance apples in the barrel
who take advantage of the population
at large, generally, insurers and their
management, have acted in a socially
responsible manner. It certainly is our
policy and belief, and that of most of
the large insurance companies, that
health care is a right and it is our job
to help achieve universal coverage.

Economically. Now let me give you
the self interest side of the issue. A
solution to the uncompensated prob.
tern is critical to the survival of the
commercial insurance industry. Cur
rently we pay a disporportionate share
of the uncompensated bill because we
are basically chargepayers. As long as
containing health care costs and con-
taining health care premiums sells
business, we cannot compete and still
pay a disproportionate share of those
costs. Moreover, as long as the current
Administration here in Washington
advocates competition as the solution
to the health care cost problem, it has
the responsibility to help create a
reasonably competitive environment.

Uncompensated care is the Achilles'
heel to having real competition in the
health care system. Those providers
that deliver a disproportionate share
of uncompensated care cannot cum-
pete for patients with providers who,
in one way or another, avoid this bur-
den. And, by the same token., insurers
who are saddled with the dispropor-

tionate share of uncompensated care,
cannot adequately compete with pay-
ers who avoid this burden. As the dis-
advantaged party among the payer
community, we desperately want to see
a solution.

Politically. Finall); from the days of the
Truman Administration right through
the Carter Administration, we have
fought proposals to federalize the
health care system. We believe that we
can and should achieve universal
health care in the United States, but
that it can be done through the part-
nership of government and the pri-
vate sector. The only thing that in fact
could destroy this partnership is the
inability to deal adequately with the
issue of providing care to the indigent.

Let us pause for a moment and ex-
amine what we really know about the
issue. First of all, we know that the
problem is growing. In 1976, 4 percent
of hospital care was uncompensated.
Today, the figure is 6 percent. And the
estimate among physicians' services
runs even higher than that. Second-
ly, we knox that the private sector
through cross subsidies, is putting be-
tween $8 and $10 billion into the hos-
pital system and probably an equal
amount into the physician payment
system, to cover the cost of uncompen-
sated care. So, in a real sense, the use
of the term uncompensated care is a
misnomer. Really what we are talking
about is indirectly compensated care.
That is, somebody other than a person
receiving the care, is actually paying
the bill. Third, we know that the bur-
den of uncompensated care is spread
disproportionately and as long as we
are dealing in a competitive environ-
ment, this has to be corrected. So, we
have a distributional issue that needs
solutions. Fourth, as best we can tell,
75 percent of uncompensated care is
caused by those who lack insurance,
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predominantly, the poor and :vat-
poor. And yet 70 percent of this group
has some relation to the workforce, as
either part-time, seasonal or marginal
workers. We therefore, have to think of
the employment relation as a poten-
tial source of sblving the problem.
And finally, I am convinced that the
resources are there to solve this prob-
lem if we can develop a fair way to dis-
tribute them responsibly.

So what can really be done? First of
all, we have to think in terms of part-
nership solutions. The private sector
has a responsibility to its policyhold-
ers and shareholders that precludes it
from meeting the needs of people who
cannot take care of themselves. I think
I learned in Civics 101 that the princi
pal role of government was to take
care of those people who cannot take
care of themselves. And that applies to
all levels of government. I find it very
disturbing when I hear comments
coming out of Washington that the
federal government has no responsi-
bility for the itadigent, but rather this
is a problem that needs solving by the
state and local governments and by
the private sector. We simply cannot
afford to let the federal government
abdicate its responsibility in this
regard. I know that in the current bud-
get environment, looking for addition-
al revenues may be a pipe dream, but
nevertheless, much of our legislation
is developed only over the course of
several years and we must not lose
sight of the fact that the government
has real responsibilities in this area.

With respect to the private sector,
there are a number of things that can
be done. First of all, the Congress has
alreac1 taken some important steps in
the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Re.
conciliation Act of 1985 by rec.uiring
employers to extend coverage on
widows, widowers, divorcees and their

dependents for a period of three years
and for the unemployed for a period
of 18 months, at the same rates which
are paid for active workers. To be sure,
this requires some resources on the
part of the individual to continue cov-
erage, but at a price that is much more
affordable than individual coverage.
As such, this fills an important gap in
preventing the growth of uncompen-
sated care.

Mandated Insurance?
Second, in line with my comments

that 70 percent of the uncompensated
care is generated by people w'..0 have
some relationship to the workforce,
let's be cautious in jumping to the con-
clusion that mandating all employers
to provide insurance benefits is neces-
sarily a desirable solution. The large
employers of this country generally
already provide benefits. So tit- man
date essentially would apply to small
employers, and marginal operations
who are not in a position to afford to
provide health benefits. In my judg-
ment, it would be imperative that any
kind of mandate be accompanied by
some kind of tax incentives and subsi
dies to help the small and marginal
employer institute benefit programs.
In the absence of that kind of govern-
mental assistance, the impact on em-
ployment could be disastrous. To be
sure any kind of mandate will evoke
some, negative reaction from the busi
ness and insurance community. Frank.
ly, I am not sure how else to assure uni
versa! coverage.

Third, for a number of years we
have advocated the development of
pools to insure high risk and uninsur-
able individuals and groups. Current-
ly, eight states have enacted this kind
of legislation. Naturally, it tends to at.
tract a poor class of risk. The pools are
guaranteed money losers, but provided
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the cost of subsidizing is spread equal.
ly among all payers, they are not an
unreasonable burden for the private
sector and they work. Mrs. Kennelly,
who happens to be the Congress-
woman from the First District of Con-
necticut and my representative, has in-
troduced federal legislation to encour-
age further development of these
pools. We support that and I hope you
will support that also.

Finally, a number of states have al-
ready taken the initiative of seeing that
the uncompensated care burden is dis-
tributed more equitably among hospi-
tals. They have created pools in which
each hospital contributes a portion of
its revenue and the pool then distrib-
utes the monies to those hospitals with
the highest uncompensated care bur-
dens. States like New York, Massachu-
setts and Florida, and even South Car-
olina, have already taken this move. It
is a relatively painless and effective
way of getting at a portion of the issue.

Obviously, there is no single perfect
solution. But certainly; with govern
ment and the private sector joining

Dr. Trevino:
Cross-Cultural Differences
It is a great privilege for me to be able
to appear today before the honorable
members of the Congressional Wo-
men's, Black, and Hispanic Caucuses. I
wish to take this opportunity to com-
mend each of you for the foresight
and concern you have demonstrated
by holding this hearing. The provision
of appropriate and effective hea"1
services to our evergrowing Hispanic
population may well be one of the
most serious challenges facing medi
cine and public health in this decade.

It is difficult to realize that despite
the fact that Hispanics have resided in
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fOrces, we can do better, at least at the
margin. Nobody is going to convince
me that the resources to do this job are
nct available. It is important to re
member that the private sector already
is contributing $15 -$20 billion to.
wards the payment of care of the indi
gent through the reimbursement sys-
tem. The positive way to look at this
issue is to say, "if we already have $20
billion going into the system, we do
not have that far to go in solving it."
My guess is that another $10 billion or
so would be all we needed to ensure
universal access to care, and when you
look at $10 billion against a $1 trillion
budget, we really are talking small po
tatoes. So, in conclusion, let me say
that collectively the private sector and
the federal government have the bucks
to do the job. Politically, the power is
there to make it happen, although at
the moment, the political will seems to
be lacking. think it is incumbent
upon all of us who are concerned
about this issue to work together to
make the solutions happen.

this country for well over 400 years
and now constitute the fifthlargest
Hispanic population in the world, we
do not even know how many of them
die each year in our country) The
state of our knowledge of Hispanic
health needs should sole as a national
embarrassment for even the least de.
veloped nation, let alone the country
with the most elaborate and most
highly financed health monitoring sys
tem in the world.

Our most recent decennial census
conducted in 1980 enumerated 14.6
million Hispanics (59.8 percent of
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Mexican origin, 13.8 percent of Puerto
Rican origin, 5.5 percent of Cuban ori-
gin, and 20.9 percent of other His-
panic origins). If one adds to this fig.
ure the more than 3 million Hispanics
on the island of Puerto Rico (who are
not enumerated in the census), con-
sidering the possibility that some un-
documented Hispanic workers were
missed by the census (estimates of the
number of undocumented workers in
the United States range from 3 million
to 12 million) and allowing for the
growth that occurred in the Hispanic
population from 1980 to 1986, it is

probable that well over 20 million His-
panics live in the United States at the
present time. Furthermore, at its pres-
ent rate of growth, the U.S. Hispanic
population is doubling in size every 25
years." Should social or economic con-
ditions change in Mexico (the world's
largest Hispanic country with which
we share a 2000-mile border) and Cen-
tral or South America, a possibility
that is not entirely remote, we mule.
absorb an unprecedented number of
documented and undocumented His-
panic immigrants.

Hispanics are a heterogeneous
group comprised of individuals of nu-
merous national origins. Their families
may have resided in the United States
for hundreds of years or only a matter
of days. They may be proficient in
English, proficient in Spanish, profi-
cient in neither, or proficient in both.
They share a common denominator
however, the effects of neglect by the
health research community. You can
appreciate that if our health monitor-
ing systems cannot even tell us how
many Hispanics die in the course of a
year, they also cannot give us more
sophisticated infbrmation such as the
number of Hispanics who have un-
treated hypertension or diabetes. At
the present time we simply do not

know how many of our children a- e
properly immunized, have adequ; to
nutrition, need eyeglasses but do not
have them, or how their life expectan-
cy compares with white and black chil-
dren. Legislators know better than
anyone else what it is like to have to
make decisions regarding the alloca
tion of scarce resources to serve peo
ple whose needs are unknown. For all
too long we have dealt blindly with the
health care needs of our Hispanic
population.

Progress on Data
Fortunately, we are beginning to

make some progress in providing data
on the health needs of Hispanics. For
the last six years, it has been my pleas-
ure to have had the opportunity to col-
laborate with the staff of the National
Center for Health Statistics (NCHS).
Through that collaboration, we were
able to produce the first national
estimates on a variety of health indica.
tors for the Hispanic and non-Hispanic
populations using data P om the Na.
tional Health Interview Survey.'

Physician Visits. Data collected dur-
ing 1978-80 revealed that the white,
black, and Hispanic populations ex-
perienced approximately an equal
number of physician visits per person
per year (4.8, 4.6 and 4.4 visits, respe
tively). However, Hispanics were found
to differ significantly by national
origin in their use of physicians. When
analyzed separately, it was found that
Cuban Americans and Puerto Ricans
see a physician considerably more fre-
quently (6.2 and 6.0 visits, respectively)
than do whites or blacks.

On the other hand, Mexican Ameri.
cans see a physician less frequently
than all other groups investigated (3.7
visits per person per year). These eth-
nic and racial differences in physician
utilizatic could not be accounted for
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on the basis of age because the differ-
ences remain even after the data are
age adjusted. Further investigation re-
vealed that the lower utilization of
physician services among Mexican
Americans was primarily due to a
large proportion of Mexican Ameri-
cans who do not go to a physician in
the course of a year. One-third of Mex-
ican Americans do not consult with a
physician in the course of a year
compared with one-fourth of non-
Hispanics, Cuban Americans and
"other Hispanics," and one-fifth of
Puerto Ricans. Similarly, proportion.
ately more Mexican American chil-
dren (35 percent) did not see a physi-
cian in the past year as compared with
other Hispanic and non-Hispanic chil-
dren. In contrast, less than one-fifth of
all Puerto Rican and "other Hispanic"
children did not see a physician in the
past year.

Dental Visits. Each year approxi-
mately one-half of all Americans four
years of age or over see a dentist. Mex.
ican Americans and blacks are the low-
est users of dental services with only
about one-third of them seeing a dew
tist during a given year. Puerto Ricans,
Cuban Americans, and "other Hispan-
ics" are more likely to have seen a den-
tist than are Mexican Americans and
blacks, but are less likely to have done
so than whites.

When overall estimates of persons
never seeing a dentist were compared
among specific populations, even
larger disparities were found. Virtually
all (97.5 percent) white non-Hispanic
persons fbur years of age and over
have been to a dentist. In contrast, al-
most one out of every five Mexican
Americans has never been to a dentist
during his or her lifetime. The percent
of Mexican Americans never receiving
dental care was almost seven times as
;rent as Ibr white persons (the greatest

users of dental care) and twice that of
black persons (the second highest non-
users after Mexican Americans). Low-
income Mexican Americans were over
one and a half times more likely to
have never seen a dentist than were
Mexican Americans with annual fami
ly incomes of $10,000 or more (22 per-
cent compared with 14 percent).

Preventive Dentistry
Relative to preventive dentistry, al-

most one-third of Mexican American
children 4 to 16 years of age have
never received dental care. This per-
cent is three times greater than that
for white children and almost twice
that for other Hispanic children.
Health Insurance Coverage. In another
investigation, we compared public
and private health insurance coverage
among white and black nonHispanic
people, Mexican Americans, Puerto
Ricans, and Cuban Americans under
65 years of age residing in the stan-
dard metropolitan statistical areas
(SMSA) in the United States.' The data
obtained in 1978 and 1980 revealed
that blacks, Puerto Ricans, and Cuban
Americans were twice as likely as
whites not to have health insurance.
Among Mexican Americans, the non-
coverage rate is '31/2 times greater than
that of white non-Hispanics. The per-
cent of the population which was un-
insured for medical expenses ranged
from a low of 8.7 percent of whites to
a high of 29.9 percent of Mexican
Americans. Almost one-half of Mexi-
can Americans with an annual family
income of less than $7,000 were unin
sured, compared with approximately
one-third of Cuban Americans, one-
fourth of whites and blacks and one
fifth of Puerto Ricans.

Reported reasons for not having
health insurance were obtained for
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uninsured persons. Inability to pay
was the most frequent reason pro.
vided by all ethnic/racial groups. Mexi-
can Americans, the group with the
highest percent uninsured, were
among the most likely to report they
could not afford insurance and the
least likely to report unemployment as
their chief reason for non-coverage.
While not providing direct evidence,
these findings would lead support to
the hypothesis proposed by Aday and
others that low rates of private health
insurance coverage among Mexican
Americans may result largely, from
their low income and employment in
firms that generally do not provide
such coverage as a fringe benefit.'

Blacks and Hispanics were consider-
ably less likely than whites to be cov
ered under private health insurance.
Eightysix percent of whites, 61 pee
cent of blacks, and 59 percent of His.
panics have private health insurance.
Among Hispanics, Cubans are the
most likely to have private health in-
surance (74 percent) and Puerto Ri-
cans are the most likely to have Medi-
caid coverage. About one-third of
Puerto Ricans have Medicaid (20 per.
cent), followed by Mexican Americans
(11 percent), and Cuban Americans (5
percent).

Analysis of Medicaid coverage among
the poor revealed that almost two
thirds of the Puerto Rican population
under 65 years of age with an annual
family Income under $7,000 has
Medicaid coverage, compared with
one-half of the black population, one-
third of the Mexican American popula-
tion, and almost one-fifth of the white
and Cuban American populations.

There are several possible reasons
for the greater Medicaid coverage
rates among Puerto Ricans and blacks.
First, 40 percent of Puerto Rican and
black families are headed by a female

with no husband present, compared
with 12 percent of white families, and
16 percent of Mexican American fami
lies"' (Figure for Cuban Americans is
unavailable). Therefore, it is probable
that greater numbers of Puerto Ricans
and blacks are qualifying for Medicaid
coverage under Aid to Families with
Dependent Children (AFDC). Second,
Puerto Ricans and blacks may be more
likely to reside in states that provide
greater optional coverage under Medi-
caid (e.g., coverage for medically indi-
gent individuals). Third, almost 5 per.
cent of Mexican Americans reside in
Arizona which did not participate in
the Medicaid program during the time
period covered by this study. Finally, it
is unknown how many undocumented
Mexican workers, who may be less like.
ly to have public health insurance,
were interviewed in the National
Health Interview Survey.

Obviously; the lack of health insur-
ance reduces an individual's financial
access to health care. Persons without
insurance were found to be 50 percent
more likely than insured persons to
not have visited a physician in the past
year. Of all the ethniclracial groups in-
vestigated, Mexican Americans experi
enced the lowest utilization of health
sere ices and the lowest health Maw-
ante coverage. Among other reasons,
huge numbers of Mexican Americans
may be deferring needed medical care
because they cannot aflbrd it.

Our public health insurance pro.
pains have greatly increased the ac-
cess to medical care of many, minority
groups. "lo the degree that utilization
reflects access, our findings would sig-
nify that blacks enjoy equal access to
health care (hut not necessarily equal
quality) as whites. Cubans and Puerto
Ricans exceed the utilization of whites.
Mexican Americans appear to have
the lowest access. Given that 50 per-
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cent of the poorest Mexican Ameri-
cans in this country have no coverage,
it would appear that our public health
insurance pi og,rams are not working
very well for them. I urge you to seri
ously study the possibility of redefin-

Ms. Jones:
For-Profit Hospitzls
I am Marcia G. Jones, Health Policy
Specialist in the Public Policy Depart-
ment at the American Federation of
State, County and Municipal Employ-
ees (AFSCME). AFSCME represents
more than 100,000 public hospital
workers nationwide and has a history
of supporting public health care
services.

Prior to my AFSCME employment, I
worked for many years as a legal serv-
ices advocate. I assisted clients who
had been denied medical treatment
because of an inability to pay: I saw the
unnecessary physical and emotional
trauma that these persons suffered as
a result of this denial of service.

These patients were denied care by
private, nonprofit facilities with Hill.
Burton obligations, so fortunately
there was a legal recourse in many of
these cases. Last N, Congress en-
acted legislation that nia, mide in-
digent patients with sonic limited ac-
cess to for-profit hospitals. Still, there
is no federal provision similar to the
Hill-Burton Act that requires a for
profit hospital to provide a reasonable
volume of free or reduced cost care.
Even on acquisition of a nonprofit
facility by a for-profit firm, a free care
obligation is not mandatory.

I will focus on problems created by
the impact of for-profit hospitals on
uncompensated care.

ing the Medicaid eligibility require-
ments fin mandatory coverage by
states. Eligibility fin- public health in-
surance coverage should be estab-
lished on one's medical and financial
needs, and not on one's marital status.

What are some of these problems?

An uninsured Texas laborer with
third degree burns over his back
and side arrived at Dallas's Park-
land Memorial Hospital with an IV
attached after having been denied
care at three different for-profit

At a Kentucky hospital, indigent
pregnant women are denied ad-
mission unless they pay a $1,200
deposit:2
In Nashville, Tennessee, a hospital
owned by the Hospital Corpora-
tion of America refsed to treat an
indigent lung cancer victim who
was in great pain until a family
member paid a $500 preadmis-
sion deposit.'
In Prince George's County, Mary.
land, 650 employees were laid off
from the public hospital system
under contract management by
the Hospital Corporation of Amer.
ica (HCA). These firings were
HCA's response to the financial
problems of the hospitals, although
conflicts of interest and misman-
agement may have also contrib-
uted to the problems.'

ll'hy should the general public be «m-
cermyl about these problems and the growth
of for-profit health caw firms? We should
be concerned because, as the ex
amples show, fin- profit hospitals do
not have the same commitment to the
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community as public facilities do. The
difference in commitment results
from the fact that for-profit hospital
corporations are required by law to
protect their shareholders' invest.
ment. Public hospitals are required by
law to provide adequate care for all of
the community members in which
they are located without regard to
their ability to pay.

"Danger" Reported
A recent report issued by the Na.

tional Council of Senior Citizens
(NCSC) described for-profit health
care firms as a "growing danger to our
health care system."' Studies pub-
11,thed by the Urban Institute and in
the New England Journal of Medicine doc-
ument that the community loses be-
cause: 1) for-profits contribute consid-
erably less, and sometimes not at all,
to providing care to the community's
poor. The Urban Institute and Amer--
can Hospital Association data show
that in the 100 largest U.S. metropoli-
tan areas, for-profit hospitals provide
only 0.1 percent of the charity care;" 2)
for-profit hospitals charge 15 to 24
percent mort per admission than pub-
lic and non-profit hospitals as a result
of drug markups and increased use of
ancillary services;' and, '3) for-profit
hospitals contribute little to medical
research and education, thus depriv-
ing their staff of new knowledge need-
ed to care for the community."

Another reason for public concern,
particularly in these deficit years we
are experiencing, is the loss to taxpay.
ers that results from a takeover of a
nonprofit hospital by a for-profit firm.
Any hospital accepting federal funds
under the Hill-Burton Act must con-
tinue to provide indigent care for the
duration of its 20-year obligatiol, or
repay the funds as required by the Def.
icit Reduction Act of 19P4" Based on a

Department of Health and Human
Services Inspector GenemQ (IG) re-
port, the NCSC charges in its report
that the federal government has failed
to entorce this provision of the Act.
This failure has cost taxpayers mil-
lions of dollars in uncollected funds."'

Why should for-profits have to provide
any free or reduced cost care if there are
public and nonprofit Izospitals that can pro-
vide for the poor? For-profit hospitals
should have to provide services to in-
digent patients because: 1) patients
transferred to public hospitals without
first being stabilized are placed in
jeopardy of losing life and limb;" 2)
for - profit hospitals are overburdening
public hospitals by transferring large
numbers of indigent patients;'' and, 3)
for-profits receive tax subsidies
through Medicare payments, and thus,
they owe a debt to the public which
should be repaid through services to
the Fr w."

Management personnel '_or these
for-profit firms candidly declare that
their affiliate hospitals have no re-
sponsibility legally," and apparently
feel none morally to treat the indigent
sick."

This attitude is especially offensive
when for-profit hospitals gain control
by taking over a public hospital facil-
ity. For-profit firm spokespersons, how-
ever, have denounced critics who are
appalled by their profit-making' mo-
tives and tactics in taking over public
facilities. The firms claim to save pub-
lic hospitals from "probable demise.""'
They claim to improve the acquired
public and nonprofit hospitals by pur-
chasing state.of the-art equipment,
streamlining staff, attracting new
physicians, and contributing to tax
revenues rather than depleting them.''

'lb be sure, the for-profit hospitals
do indeed "streamline staff" which
often results in dangerously low staff
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toatient ratios.'" Lower staffing pat-
terns are particularly problematic at
public hospitals where patients tend to
be more severely ill. For example, at
Highland General Hospital in Oak.
land, California, the management
firm, Pacific Health Resources, set a
standard of 15 houls of nursing care per
patient, icstead of the existing stan-
dard of 18.73 hours. Well-documented
earlier studies at Highland showed a
need for greater nursing care because
"the condition of many of the patients
on the wards at Highland was similar
to that of patients in the intensive care
units in private hospitals."'"

Forprwit hospitals generally try to
avoid t ;eating the poor altogether by
either eliminating, or not having com-
prehensive, less profitable services
such as, extended care services, phys-
ical medicine, rehabilitation units,
and substance abuse units. Those serv-
ices are often necessary in treating the
poor.'" In essence, for-profit hospitals
disable themselves to treat the pool:
There is ample documentation that
after having disabled themselves to
treat he poor, the for-profit hospitals
then transfer the indigent sick to pub.
lic hospitals."' The public hospitals are
already overburdened with indigent
patients and have financial problems
from treating a large number of poor
patients."" This "sidnuning" of profit-
able services and patients by the for-
profit hospi; r.!duces the ability of
both the nonprofit and public hospi-
tals to compete for paying patients
and to continue operating. Come-
quently, many nonprofit and public
hospitals are left open to takeover by
the foprofit firms which claim to be
the cure-all fbr the financial problems
of these hospitals. This potential I'm
monopolistic control is dangerous t1/4
the commum because the commu-
nity must pay higher prices for hospi

tal treatment that has not proven to be
any bet ter."

There is no doubt that the poor are
the "major victims" of the growth of
for-profit hospitals."'

This victimization of the poor oc-
curs through the practice of "patient
dumping" the transfer of patients
from fir -profit hospitals to nonprofit
and public hospitals solely for finan-
cial reasons, and through bill collect-
ing and advance payment demands.2'
Both of these practices are of ques-
tionable legality.'"

In many patient dumping cases,
these patients are at risk of dying en
route to a nonprofit or public hospital
because these transfers are often done
without the for-profit hospitals stabil-
izing the patients.27 in instances where
the patient is stabilized before trans-
fer; sufficient medical data to assist in
continued treatment of the patient is
not supplied.28

What can be done about these risks that
for-profit hospitals are posing for indigent
patients through transfers? What can the
federal, state, and local governments do to
require these hospitaLs to make their profit
independently of the burden they put on pub-
lic and nonprofit hospitaLs through these
transfers and takeover attempts? What can
be done to get them to share in the provi
sums of a reasonable volume of free or re
diced cost care? With respect to the first
question concerning the dumping of
patients, the federal government has
already taken a giant step towards con
rectjng this abuse. As part of the Con-
solidated Omnibus Budget Reconcilia
tion Act of I9F (COBRA),2" patient
anti-dumping legislation has been in-
cluded entitled "Examination and
Treatment for Emergency Medical
Conditions and Women in Active La.
bon." This provision requires Medicare-
participating hospitals to evaluate all
patients who come to their emergency
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rooms:" Patients must be examined,
irrespective of whethel they are Medi-
care patients, to deten'iine if an emer
gency exists, or if a woman is in active
labor. If so, the hospital must stabilize
the patient or care for the woman in
labor unless that patient requests a
transfer, or a physician or qualified
medical personnel certifies in writing

the medical benefits of transfer
outweigh the risk of the transfer"

Patient Ransfers
If a patient is transferred without

being stabilized, the transferring hos.
pital must obtain an agreement from
the hospital t ) which the patient is be-
ing referred that it will accept the pa-
tient. The transferring hospital must
send medical records and use quali-
fied personnel and equipment during
the transfer."'

This legislation gives the Secretary
of Health and Human Services the op-
tion to assess a civil penalty of $25,000
for each violation against the transfer-
ring hospital and physician, or to ter-
minate the hospital Medicare agree-
ment. The transferred patient also has
a private right of action." Texas has
enacted similar legislation."

Second, the federal government
should recognize through the Medi.
care and Medicaid programs the spe
cial costs of all facilities which provide
a large volume of free care. This reim-
bursement structure would reduce the
competitive edge for-profit hospitals
gain from patient dumping. Ten states
have already developed such rate struc-
tures although they vary windy."'

Third, the federal government
should enforce the legal provisions
which require the fbr.profit firms to
repay the money they owe fin. acquir
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Mg a public or nonprofit facility with
an existing Hill-Burton obligation if
they choose not to fulfill it.

Fourth, states should establish pro.
tections such as requiring public hear
ings, or involving states' attorneys gen-
eral, when for-profit hospitals attempt
to acquire nonprofit and public facili-
ties. For example, in addition to ob
taining assurances from a prospective
corporate buyer or lessor that indi
gent care will continue to be provided,
North Carolina also requires public
hearings before a public hospital can
be sold or leased to a corporation."' in
Massachusetts, the state's attorney
general filed suit to enjoin the sale of
Hahneman Hospital in Brighton, Mas
sachusetts L a for-profit c,)rporation,
Community Systems, on the grounds
that the sale was beyond the authority
of the Board of Trustees of the hospi
tal.'' New York prohibits the operation
of health care corporations controlled
by out.ofstate interests."

the federal and state. govern-
ments should enact laws that provide
funding for a reasonable volume of
free or redt.,.ed cost care. The labor
movement, the Villers Foundation,
and others are working collaboratively
on developing model legislation to
fund uncompensated care.

Even if this, or similar legislation is
enacted, we must continue to exert
public and political pressure to en
courage for-profit management to
change its attitude toward treatment
and billing of indigent patients.

With greater public awareness of
the problem, proprietary hospitals
may soon have to concede some of
their profits in favor of a greater com-
mon goodthe individual's right to
health care.
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Dr. Trowell-Harris:
Assessing The Care Group
America is rich in the diversity of its
minorities. This diversity among pop-
ulations is reflected in language differ-
ences; in cultural practices and beliefs
with respect to illness and health; dif-
ferences in needs for types of health
services and the duration of health
care, and differences in birth rates and
differences in the afflictions which kill.

Minority women are increasingly
disadvantaged, and further separated
from necessary health care for them-
selves and their familie.

The purpose of this paper is to de-
scribe the critical health care gap for
women, minorities and their families,
access to care, and the social factors
and health status that contribute to
concerns around access to care. The
American Nurses' Association's cur-
rent activities and recommendations
to address these needs are outlined
here.

Access to care is the most critical
health care concern for women and
minorities, and their families. Access
as defined by Penchansky (1977) con-
sists of four factors: 1) adequacy of
supply, 2) geographical accessibility, 3)
ability to pay, and 4) ease of entry
While lack of resources and reim-
bursement mechanisms (public and
private Insurance) place severe barri-
ers in the way of access, the presence
of resources and fhnding does not
guarantee access. Continued popula-
tion growth, the changing distribution
of health came providers in the coun-
try, rapid change in health care deliv-
ery, rapid change in the health care
industry, client understanding of the
importance of the need for services,
and economic problems in certain
areas of' the country contribute to the

problems of access to health care by
indigents.

The medically indigent are primari
ly those persons without adequate
health insurance. There are 35 million
people in the country who do not have
medical insurance, according to Dr
Day id Rogers, president of the Robert
Wood Johnson Foundation. That is 20
percent more than there were in 1980.
The foundation study estimated that
ohe million families were refused
health care for financial reasons in
1982 (Robert Wood Johnson Founda-
tion, 1983).

Important strides in the provision
of health care have been made in the
last several decades. The introduction
of Medicare and Medicaid in 1965 and
the development of employeerelated
health insurance have been major ac-
complishments in increasing access to
health care. However, the adequacy of
health insurance is a growing problem
for many, especially the elderly who
are concerned about what services are
covered by Medicare and whether they
can afford the copayment and deduc-
tibles required.

The issue of uncompensated care is
another critical health concern for
women, minorities, and their families.
Uncompensated care is composed of
ch.0 ity care and bad debt according to
a leading health policy researcher,
Gail R. Wilensky, Ph.D., director of
Pmject HOPE, Center for Health Af-
fairs at Millwood, Virginia. Uncom-
pensated care is not a hospi:.3 issue
alone. It is a social issue. The real ques-
tion that needs to be addressed is, "Can
we, as a society, do what is necessary to
enable the health care poor to obtain
access to needed health services?"
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As states facing budget limitations
tighten eligibility criteria the number
of people who have no protection,
either private or public, against the
cost of services, injury, or illness will
grow. This is a critical national issue,
not involving just hospitals, but also
health care practitioners, health plan-
ners, third-party payers, employers,
and most importantly, legislators at
the state and national levels.

In recent decades, women in the
United States have undergone a revo-
lution in their self-perception and
their traditio.,a1 relationships to work,
money, marriage, family and society in
general. These societal changes have
implications for every aspect of wo
men's lives, including health and ill-
ness (Department of Health and Hu-
man Services, I985a).

Various social and ethnic factors
contribute to identification that cer-
tain groups of women have higher
morbidity or mortality rates, or both,
than others. For example, maternal
deaths Ore fo'.ir times as high for black
women, and three times as high for
Hispanic women as they are for white
women (Public Health Service, I985a).
Rates of depression are higher among
married women with children at home
than they are among women who have
never married or those whose chil-
dren have left home (Public Health
Service, I985a).

Numerous biological and social fac-
tors are thought to contribute both to
women's greater morbidity and to
their longevity: for example, cultural
and social values and attitudes affect-
ing women's health; economic status;
participation in the labor fiirce; fam-
ily, household structure, and age; and
interaction with the health care system.

Human behavior is shaped by cur-
rent cultural and social values and
societal attitudes (Public Health Serv

ice Task Force on Women's Issues,
I985a). Women's behavior, which is

often less risk-taking than that of men,
may protect them from violent acci
dents and death, but it may also keep
them frt n. competitive activities that
lead to physical fitness and greater
mastery of the environment.

As a group, women are economical-
ly disadvantaged in comparison with
men, regardless of age, race, ethnicity,
education, or employment status. Data
from the Bureau of the Census, the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, and the
Congressional Budget Office confirm
that women in the United States are
becoming increasingly disadvantaged.
Poverty and ill health are interrelated.
Disadvantaged people become ill be-
cause of poor nutrition, poor living
conditions, high levels of stress, and
reduced access to health care. As a
result of the3e conditions, Illness may
occur with greater frequency, causing
those persons to miss work or lose jobs
and become even poorer.

The Task Force on Women's Health
Issues (1985) reported that the rapid
rise in the participation of women in
the labor force has been the most far-
reaching change in recent years. Cur-
rently, 52 percent of all women are in
the labor force. The most rapid shift
in participation has occurred among
women with children still in the home.
Sixty-six percent of mothers with schpol-
age children are now employed.

The long-term effect of multiple
roles on the health status of women
has received some attention from re-
searchers, but results are equivocal.
Studies have shown that gainfully em-
ployed women are healthier and gen-
erally more satisfied than housewives.
It is not known whethem this is the
case because healthy women take and
keep jobs outside the home, or wneth-
er the jobs by providing self-esteem,



income, and status result in better
physical and mental health. Symptoms
of stress have been found to be more
frequent in women with jobs that offer
limited pportu ni t i es for women.
Lack of occupational mobility is great-
er still for minority women than for
white women.

In addition to income and occupa-
tion, health status is also related to var-
ious demographic factors. Marital
status, age, household structure, and
the timing and number of children all
have implications for women's health.
A family or household is important
not only because it is the place where
health behaviors are learned, prac-
ticed, and reinforced, but also because
it is where most short -t'mn acute and
long-term chronic care occurs (De-
partment tf Health and Human Serv-
ices, 1985).

Studies have repeatedly shown that
women are more !ikely than men to
report symptoms of illness and to util-
ize health services. What is not clear is
whether these statistics reflect real dif-
ferences in morbidity or some com-
bination of gender-related differences
in income and age structure, illness
behavior, access to care, and response
of the health care system. Differences
in access to care by men and women,
whites and minorities, and rural and
urban dwellers all hate been exam-
ined, as have differences in the way
the health care systems respond to wo-
men. Some research indicates that
women are treated with less respect
and dignity, that male physicians may
be less sensitive to women's needs, and
that psychotherapeutic tnedications
are disproportionately prescribed for
women as compared to men. The wo-
men's movement, more female physi-
cians, and the development of alter-
nate treatment services for women
may change this trend.

Because women use health services
more than men, it is important to ad-
dress those conditions that tend to in-
crease women's need for services and
to promote those conditions and
behaviors that maintain health.

According to the Public Health
Service Task Force on Women's Issues
(1985a), fundamental to tt.: achieve-
ment of improved health for all wo-
men is the recog 'on that their lives
have changed dramatically in recent
years and the future changes are likely
to be even greater The three most im-
portan social changes affecting wo-
men's health at the present time are:

The increasing numbers of women
living in poverty,
The unprecedented entry of wo-
men into the labor force, including
women with infants and young
children; and
The continuing increase in the
longevity of women.

Society as a whole must begin to
take these changes into account if pro-
grams and policies are to be of maxi-
mum benefit. While most health dis-
orders are not sex-specific, some prob-
lems occur more frequently in women
than in men, and thus contribute to a
significantly higher morbidity rate
among women.

Minority women in the United
States carry a disproportionate bur-
den of disease. Life expectancy is
shorter and rates of infant and mater-
nal mortality are higher for minority
women than for white women. Minor-
ity groups also have a higher preval-
ence of chronic diseases such as dia-
betes, hypertension, and cardiovascu-
lar disease. The death rate from cer-
tain cancers is significantly higher in
black than in white W0111C11. Since
many minority women are socio-
economically disadvantaged, their
health problems are compounded by
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poverty, poor nutrition, low moth 1-
fion and self esteem, and adverse en
vironmental factors (Public Health
Service Task Force on Women's Health
Issues, I985a).

In January 1984, the Secretary of
the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services established the Task
Force on Black and Minority Health
in response to the national paradox of
steady improvement in overall health,
with substantial inequities in the
health of U.S. minorities. The report
documents the disparity in key health
indicators among certain groups of
the U.S. population. A comprehensive
study was carried out to investigate
the longstanding disparities between
the health status of U.S. blacks, His-
panics, Asian/Pacific Islanders, and
Native Americans compared to that of
whites.

The task force found that 60,000 ex-
cess deaths occur each year in minori-
ty populations (Department of Health
and Human Services, 1986)., Excess
deaths express the difference between
the number of deaths actually ob-
served in a minority group and the
number of deaths that would have oc-
curred in that group if it experienced
the same death rates for each age and
sex as the white population. One of
the task force's major concerns was the
quality of available data, especially on
Hispanics.

According to the Department of
Health and Human Services (1985b),
age-adjusted death rates reached new
lows in 1984 for each race-sex group
except black finales. White females
had the lowest estimated age-adjusted
death rate (391.4 deaths per 100,000
population), followed by black females
(586.2), white males (694.6), and black
males (1,016.1). Between 1983 and 1984,
age-adjusted death rates decreased
one percent for white females, and in.

creased three percent for black fe-
males (from 571.5).

The American Nurses' Association
(ANA) has a long history of promoting
efforts to assure quality health care to
all individuals, affordable health in-
surance for the unemployed and their
families, continued federal funding
for maternal and child health pro.
grams, state programs to meet the cost
of pros iding uncompensated care and
continual federal funding for the
Medicaid program.

One purpose of the American
Nurses' Association is to shape public
policy about health care to benefit the
health and welfare of the nation's citi-
zens. While policies and goals put
forth by the ANA House of Delegates
guide this process for the profession,
it is recognized that health policy for
the people is determined by legislative
bodies as they adopt laws, by executive
bodies as they administer laws, and by
judicial bodies as they interpret laws.

Each year, specific legislative priori.
ties are adopted by ANA and shared
with nurses and policymakers. ANNs
1987 legislative and regulatory priori-
ties include a number of goals and ac-.
tivities relevant to this paper.

Access to Care. 'lb address access to
care the association framed two goals:

to assure access to quality health
care services especially to vulner-
able populations, such as children,
the disadvantaged and the aged;
and
to assure access to nursing care
services with emphasis on the role
of nurses as qualified providers of
health care services.

"lb achieve these two broad goals,
ANA is actively pursuing legislation
and regulation that will provide:

a prominent fedem al role in and in-
creased federal fin ding for the de-
livery of mater9d-child health care
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services and related programs,
such as immunization and school
health programs;
health insurance for the unclip
ployed and their families;
reform of the Medicare program
without limitation in the accessi-
bility to health care services or an
increase in the financial burden to
the Medicare beneficiary;
access to long-term care services
without the imposition of exo:s-
sive emotional and financial bur-
dens on families;
legislation that is responsive to the
health care needs of both urban
and rural Americans with respect
to accessibility and availability of
essential health care services;
continued federal funding for nurs-
ing education programs, especially
graduate education, designed to
enhance the quality of patient care
and the cost effectiveness of nurs-
ing services; and
establishment of a visible and vi-
able organizational entity at the
federal level which focuses on
nursing research.

ANA has targeted active support of
particular legislation and regulation
to accomplish its human rights goals.
These include: passage and ratifica-
tion of the Equal Rights Amendment;
continued enfbrcement of the Voting
Rights Act; a strong and independent
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights; and
federal legislation to assure that essen-
tial health care services are provided
to the nation's people.

Maternal and Child Health.
One of ANAs goals is to increase
funding for the delivery of mater-
nal child health care services. 'lb
address this goal ANA is collabo-
rating with state and federal legis-
lators in undertaking initiatives
aimed at increasing funding fin-

maternal-child health care serv-
ices. These initiatives include sup-
port for increased federal funding
for the Maternal Child Health
(MCH) Block Grants, Immuniza-
tion Programs, Aid to Families
with Dependent Children, and the
Women, Infant and Children
(WIC) Program.

In 1987 the American Nurses Asso-
ciation published a summary of data
obtained from conferences of expert
perinatal clinicians and policy makers
on access to prenatal care and preven-
tion of low birth weight. This public
tion also provides recommendations for
health policy based on conference data.

Unamtpensated Care. Another ANA
goal is to work to attain adequate
health care services for the poor and
uninsured.

'lb achieve this goal, ANA is strongly
encouraging state nurses' associations
to support state legislation for cover-
age of uncompensated care. This goal
also includes the development of fed-
erally coordinated financial mechan-
isms, and a comprehensive policy with
the individual states to meet the cost
of providing uncompensated care.

Federal Financing for Medicare. An-
other ANA goal is to support financ-
ing of quality health care services to
Medicare beneficiaries. achieve this
goal, the association urges congres-
sional representatives and federal
agencies to pursue legislative initia-
tives to increase federal financing for
Medicare.

ANA has identified as a final goal,
the need fbr continued state and fed-
eral support of quality health care
services to Medicaid beneficiaries.

'lb address the goal of federal finan-
cing for Medicaid, ANA urges state
and federal legislators to develop
datives aimed at increasing funding
fin- the Medicaid program.
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ANA Recommendations. The critical
health care gap is access to care. Fill-
ing the gap will require conzerted of
forts on the part of many people and
organizations. In order to promote im-
Pyoved access to care for women,
minorities and their families, ANA
recommends:

1. Support for health promotion /dis-
ease prevention programs and re
search that specifically addresses
the needs of women, minorities,
and their families.

2. Support of legislative and regula-
tory measures that ensure health
insurance coverage for women,
minorities and their families.

3. Support for expanded prenatal
care benefits under Medicaid, the
federal health programs for the
poor.

4. Health programs and educational
efforts that are tailored to the lin
guistic and cultural needs of di-
verse populations.

5. Development of models for pro.
viding kitnlity care to culturally di-
verse groups.

Access to care is the most critical
health care concern for women, mi-
norities and their families.

The American Nurses' Association
has a long history of promoting efforts
to assure access to care. Several legisla
tire priorities and resolutions to ad-
dress specific goals have been adopted
by ANA and shared with nurses and
policymakers.

Access to care is a monumental
problem which has generated in-
creased concern among health care
professionals. The scope of the prob.
lem is unwieldy and would require
considerable effort on the part of poli-
ticians, health care professionals, and
policy analysts to reduce or alleviate it.

There is as yet no generally recog-
nized procedure for assessing the total
of programs and services for access to
health care in terms of t'se, results,
quality and cost; in short, who, when,
where and how to refer arisk inaivid
uals in order to meet their needs most
effectively What is needed is a simpli-
fied system so that people who need
care, but cannel pay for it, will know
how to access the system.
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Concluding Comments:
The Honorable Edward M. Kennedy, U.S.S.

The Honorable Mickey Leland, M.C.

g.;
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Senator Kennedy:
I am glad to see that there are groups
that are still committed to good qual-
ity health care. We don't hear the
words said very often these days but I
must say I continue to be strongly
committed to the concept of national
health insurance. 1 join with all of you
this morning in focusing attention on
some of the most important health
care issues and questions that we are
facing in our country.

I congratulate all of those who have
been a part of this conference, and I
hope that as you leave this caucus
room you will continue your good
work. Your effectiveness is increasing
in spite of a long and difficult period
the past several years.

You know that many of us in Con-
gress continue to work on these issues.
Basically we are attempting to provide
decent and quality health care to all
Americans as a right, and not a privi-
lege. I believe in that very deeply. Now
we are trying to deal with it in a variety
of different approaches. I welcome the
chance to participate with you in your
efforts.

Recently, the ThunnondDurenberger-
Kennedy-Hollings bill was introduced
to extend the various health benefits
of Medicaid to expectant mothers up
to the poverty level. TWA was a recom-
mendation made by the National Gov
ernors Association, and it truly is an
idea whose time has come. We got that
legislation passed. It will provide some
important services to a very vulner-
able group in our society. We're inter-
ested in further extending the pro-
gram to needy children; perhaps, with
Durenberger-Kennedy legislation later
on in this session.

Last year, as part of the reconcilia
tion bill, we were able to pass legisla-
tion which prohibited hospitals from

"dumping" patients who can't pay.
This outrageous practice has affected
so many people in communities across
this country. As we all know, they're
obviously the poor individuals in our
society.

Also, as a part of the reconciliation
bill last year, we were able to enact
legislation enabling individuals who
had lost their jobs to buy back into
their health insurance program for a
period of at least 18 months. It also ap-
plied to spouses and dependents.

All of us are very much aware, as
Congressman Martinez pointed out,
of the increasing number of people in
our society who are losing any kind of
insurance. Currently, 37 million peo-
ple are uninsured. We all recognize
that these are really limited provisions
to try and deal with that problem. We
are going to propose more compre-
hensive legislation in this Congress to
try once again to insure that there will
be a further extension of health insur-
ance for those who lose their jobs.
Hopefully, we'll be successful.

Another issue which concerns us is
the increasing deductible under Medi-
care. We've seen the increase in the
deductible really explode because of
the prospective payment system under
Medicare. It has gone up 43 percent in
the last two years. And now rather
than being a disincentive to rising
costs or a costsharing device, it is ac-
tually preventing great numbers of
people, elderly people in our commu-
nity, from going into the hospital. I am
hopeful that we will be able to address
that issue in this Congress. We were
able to at least halt the exploding rise
in the deductible for our elderly
people.

But even though some progress has
been made fcr the elderly; we know
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that a number of children in our sod-
ety that would qualify under Medicaid
are not receiving the health care they
need. We know that the infant mo
tality rate'has not been decreasing. We
know how to decrease infant mortality,
and we know what has to be done. It is
really a question of national priority,
national commitment, and national
concern. Although there are many
issues in Congress with which we real
ly have difficulty finding solutions, in
these areas we know what to do. It real-
ly is a question of resources, priorities,
and commitment.

It is imperative that we raise these
health issues again. I strongly believe
that the American people want us to
deal with this in a comprehensive way.
I am very hopeful as we move on
through in the course of the elections,
that we will make decent health care
an issue all across this country. I find it
absolutely repugnant as an American
to believe that whether a child is born

Mr. Leland:
I feel honored to have been asked to
offer the closing remarks and benedic-
tion on this special occasion. The issue
of health care has long been one of my
major legislative interests.

No health service can be a mil) pro
gressive service without opening itself
and extending itself t., all needy
peoples.

Accessibility has long been a prob-
lem for poor people who need health
services. People of color, and women,
have been effectively isolated from
health care services through a decline
in the number of hospitals and other
health facilities which serve the poor
and the uninsured.

Io conserve time, I will offer you
only one example of an issue which is

of poor parents, or to middle class
parents, the chances of survivability
really depend on the pocketbook of
that parent. And in our society, if we
care about the things that we say we
care about that is, our children and
insuring a healthy societythen that
kind of blatant hypocrisy needs to be
confronted by the American public,
And I believe that if we do that over a
period of nine, we will be able to deal
with the issue in a comprehensive way
which will reflect our humanity and
insure quality health care at an afford-
able price.

So I applaud your meeting here. I
just want you to know that as long as I
have a voice and as long as I have a
vote, it's going to be speaking to your
concerns, and the concerns of mil-
lions of our fellow citizens, who ought
to be able to have quality health care
as a right in our society and not as
a privilege.

desen ing of out attention: the prob-
lem of access to health care for
migrant and seasonal farm workers.
Despite advances in medical care de
livery and the growing network of
nearly 800 community and migrant
health centers across our nation, the
centers still reach less than one-
quarter of America's 25 million under-
served residents.

Sixty percent of the people served
by these center are living below the
federal poverty level. Nearly 30 per
cent of them have no health imurance,
public or private. As a result, many of
the poor and underinsured rely on the
existence of community and migrant
health centers exclusively to meet
their health care needs,



Of course, in considering the prob-
lems of . -grant and seasonal workers,
we must consider the special plight of
their children. Almost 40 percent of
the population served in these centers
are children under the age of 14.These
children suffer more frequently and
more severely than does the general
population of children from both
acute and chronic illness. This is an in-
justice we must correct.

Migrant and seasonal farm workers
are primarily concentrated in the Gulf
area and south-central Texas, but they
travel and work in all 50 states. Often
their working conditions are unsani-
tary and unhealthy. Tile healtn of
these workers is at high risk because of
the unclean and unprotected nature
of their working environments. First,
we must strive to improve the working
conditions of these workers Ly stimu-
lating their employers to provide bet-
ter facilities for them. And, we also
must combat the high incidences of
disease and illness 1,,, making quality
'health care more readily available to
them.

Iventreight percent of the women
who use the health centers are of
childbearing age, and in most cases
these centers provide the only pre-
natal care available to them. High in
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fant mortality rates for migrant work-
ers attest to the great need for expan-
sion of these services.

Clearly, in light of the growing num-
ber of poor people, and people with
inadequate health coverage, access to
health care is a moral imperative.
Treatment shoud be focused on dis-
ease prevention and health mainten-
ance, in order to keep health care costs
down in the long run. Health care cen-
ters should be conveniently located
within communities, so that transpor-
tauon and access to transportation do
not remain barriers to health care. Fi-
nally, the appalling working condi-
tions of migrant workers must be re-
medied to avoid even greater risk of
disease.

In concluding, I want to thank the
Women's Research and Education In-
stitute (WREI), the Congressional His.
panic Caucus, and the Congressional
Black Caucus for their work in putting
together this very informative and im-
portant forum on bridging the health
care gap.

This issue certainly warrants our
concerted attention as legislators, as
researchers, and as activists. I hope
that everyone here will continue to
work toward achieving equality in ac-
cess to health care.
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